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Gov. race
MORN
ING
could impact
other races
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Secretary of State Trey Grayson
has long been considered a rising star in Kentucky Republican
Party politics.
But if recent
polls showing
Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher trailing challenger
Steve Beshear
hold
true,
Grayson and
other statewide
candidates
could see political blow back
in their own races on Nov. 6,
some political scientists and
insiders say.
State Democratic Party
Chairman Jonathan Miller said
there would be a "huge coattail
effect" in this year's election.
"We feel very confident that
Steve Beshear and Daniel
Mongiardo will win and could
win by a healthy margin," Miller
said. "And, if that's the case,
that will certainly help the rest
of the ticket."
With about six weeks until
the election, recent polls have
shown Fletcher trailing Beshear
by double digit* in Ilia ,e-elec.
tion bid -- one of three governors' races in the country this
year.
Fletcher
campaign
spokesman Jason Keller said he
would not speculate on the accuracy of the polls. Fletcher has
time before the election to convince voters he's the best candi-
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date for the job, Keller said.
Other constitutional races on
the ballot include: Grayson facing a challenge from Democrat
Bruce Hendrickson: incumbent
state Auditor Crit Luallen, a
Democrat. against Republican
Linda
Greenwell:
and
Agriculture
Commissioner
Richie Farmer, a Republican
and former University of
Kentucky basketball player,
against Democrat David L.
Williams.
And, Democrf Jack Conway
and Republican state Rep. Stan
Lee are running for attorney
general, while Democrat Todd
Hollenbach is facing Republican
Melinda Wheeler in the state
treasurer's race.
State Republican Party chairman Steve Robertson said he
thinks Kentucky voters would
consider each candidate separately and not cast straight-party
ballots.
"One thing that we've seen in
Kentucky over the last decade is
that Kentucky voters pay attenTOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
tion to the individuals they're
voting for," Robertson said. "1 Kentucky State Police Trooper Cory Jessup, right, escorts suspect Josh Harcourt, left, for prothink that all of our candidates cessing at Calloway County Jail this morning during a seven-agency drug sweep.
are out there running fantastic
campaigns and I think voters at
the end of the day are going to
sit back and make a decision on
who they think is best."
Brett Hall. a former Fletcher
spokesman and now Wheeler',
campaign manager, said he didinvariably leads to possession of firearms as well.
n't trust the accuracy of most By TOM BERRY
"Some of these people are going to jail for a
polls. Neither Fletcher or Staff Writer
Law enforcement officers from seven local, very long time ... a very long time, so be careful,"
Beshear would have a victory by
state and federal agencies fanned out across Jackson said as about 20 officers gathered in
Murray and Calloway County at dawn this morn- teams to begin the sweep.
ing armed with warrants for the arrest of 27 sus•See Page 2A
Marcum said the operation would continue
pects on various drug charges.
most of the day and possibly longer until all, or as
Calloway County Sheriff's Department and many of the suspects as possible. could be arrestMurray Police Department were assisted by offi- ed.
cers of the McCracken County Sheriff's
Claud said the sweeps of numerous suspects at
Department, Kentucky State Police, Pennyrile the same time were necessary and
useful to ensure
Narcotics Task Force, Alcohol Tobacco and both the anonymity
and effectiveness of drug
Firearms and the Drug Enforcement Agency for informants and
undercover police officers.
the round-up that followed months of investiga"We don't want to burn out an informant too
tion and undercover drug interdiction activity.
early by making an immediate arrest." he said.
The 27 listed suspects will face a total of 78
"That way we can keep them around longer."
drug or drug-related charges.
Claud said seven suspects had been lodge in
Murray Police Chief Ken Claud and Calloway
County Sheriff Bill Marcum said the operation Calloway County Jail as of 8:30 a.m. Ten others
had been arrested and were en route to the jail for
was the result of a lot of hard work.
"Over the past several months, local officers processing.
At least three vehicles had been seized along
assigned to the Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force
have conducted several narcotics investigations on with drug paraphernalia. Cocaine residue was
targets in Murray and Calloway County," a news identified during the arrest of one suspect while
release stated. "Detectives have made numerous S1,422 in cash was confiscated from another.
While awaiting the teams to bring suspects to
controlled narcotics purchases from the targets by
utilizing both confidential informants, as well as the jail, Jackson. Claud and Marcum thanked representatives of the assisting state and federal agenundercover officers."
Following a 6 a.m. briefing, several teams of cies involved for providing manpower and expertofficers began rounding up suspects indicted by a ise for the operation.
Jackson also noted his appreciation for
Calloway County grand jury in locations in both
Marcum and Claud's support.
the city and the county.
Det. Tye Jackson. a Calloway County Sheriff's
"I've worked with police and sheriff's departdeputy assigned to the Narcotics Task Force, cau- ments all over the state and these two guys are
tioned the teams because drug involvement almost some of the cream of the crop." Jackson said.

Law enforcement officers
record early-morning arrests

Veteran's
hospital
draws
anger of
senators
CHICAGO (AP) — Sens.
Dick Durbin and Barack Obama
want the secretary of Veterans
Affairs to explain how a surgeon
with a history of malpractice
complaints in Massachusetts
was hired at a VA medical facility in Southern Illinois.
The senators wrote to VA
Secretary R. James Nicholson
on Monday, calling the hiring of
Dr. Jose Veizaga-Mendez at the
Marion VA Medical Center
"extremely
distressing."
Veizaga-Mendez, resigned from
the hospital last month, shortly
before the hospital suspended
inpatient surgeries because of a
spike in post-surgical deaths.
"The most recent revelation
that (Veterans Affairs Medical
Center) employed a surgeon
who had been barred from practicing in another state casts
doubt on the adequacy of the
VA's system of credentialing and
quality control," the letter said.
It was the second such letter
sent by Durbin and Obama to
Nicholson this month. The first
was sent Sept. 17 and asked for
more information about the VA's
investigation into the spike in
deaths at the Marion facility
from October 2006 to March
2007.
The VA has temporarily suspended all inpatient surgeries in
Marion as it conducts its investigation, and patients requiring
surgery are being referred to
nearby hospitals.
Veizaga-Mendez resigned
from the Marion hospital lan
month. He had been hired by the
VA despite being prohibited
practicing
from
in
Massachusetts last year after
being accused of "grossly" substandard care.
The widow of one of
Veizaga-Mendez's patients has
filed an administrative complaint with the VA after learning
that the doctor had resigned.
Katrina Shank's 50-year-old
husband Bob, of Murray, Ky.,
died Aug. 10, a day after undergoing surgery at the Marion VA
hospital.
A message left for the
Department of Veterans Affairs
in Washington was not immediately returned Monday. A telephone listing for VeizagaMendez could not be found.
The hospital, which treats
veterans from southern Illinois,
southwestern Indiana and western Kentucky, has reassigned or
placed on leave four officials at
the hospital, including the chief
of surgery.

Plans, events unfolding for Murray State's homecoming, Oct. 11-14
By JESSICA BYBEE
MSU Communications and
Special Evetns Coordinator
Murray State University's
annual homecoming celebration.
to be held Oct. 11-14, includes
and array of events celebrating
"Murray State: Look At Us
Now'"
Beginning Thursday. Oct. 11.
the MSU department of organizational communication will

INDEX

host Organizational
Communication Day
from 8 a.m. to II
a.m on the third
floor of Wilson Hall.
Or g a n i z a t iona I
Communication alumni and students will gather to discuss
-How
Organizational
Communication Really Works."
For more information, contact
Dr. Steve Cox at 270-809-4463.

The annual Homecoming
Bonfire begins at 9 p.m. at the
Intramural Fields. The event is
free and open to the public
Events continue on Fnday.
Oct. 12, with the Homecoming
Golf Tournament four-person
scramble, beginning at 8 a.m
and ending at 2 p.m. at Miller
Golf Course. For reservations
and information. call Will
Snodgrass at 270-809-2238.

Continuing at 4 p.m. Friday
is the Third Annual ROTC
Alumni Open
House in
Blackburn Science Building.
room 211. For information. call
270-809-5069.
The
Annual
26th
Homecoming 5-K Run through
MSU's campus begins at 5 p.m.
The entry fee is $15: $20 day of
race. Pre-registrants receive t.
shirts on race day. Check in is at

4 p.m. at the Student Recreation
and Wellness Center. For more
information, call the campus
recreation office at 270-8096791.
The MSU art department will
an
host
Alumni
Reception/Exhibit in the Curris
Center Gallery from 6 to 8 p.m.
The event is free and light
refreshments will be served. The
exhibit runs from Oct. 5-213 and

features drawing. photography,
painting. printmaking, textiles,
sculpture, ceramics and installation. For information, contact
Becky Atkinson. gallery director, at 270-809-6734.
At 6 p.m.. the Biology
Alumni Dinner honoring 2007
Distinguished Biology Alumnus
Marshall Jones Jr. '74, will be in

I See Page 2A
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Road Closure Notice
A contractor for the Kentucky Transponation Cabinet plans to
close linnn Road in Calloway County at the intersection with the
New Ky otainstruction /one
Bruin Road will he closed at 4 p in Wednesday and remain
closed osernight It is expected to reopen to traffic at approximately t a /II 'Thursday
Motorists who regularly travel linnn Road in the area should
mike ads ante alternate tras el plans

Poll shows Conway
leading AG race
LOUISVILLE. Ky. IAPi
Democrat Jack t .aia.ay has a lead
over Republican Stan Lee in the race to become Kentucky's next
attorney general. but many voters remain undecided, according to a
new poll.
Conway leads Lee 48 percent to 27 percent
among likely Kentucky voters. with 25 percent still
undecided, according to The Courier- Journal
Bluegrass Poll published Tuesday.
The poll, conducted by phone Sept. 13-18, questioned 667 likely voters across Kentucky and has a
margin of error of plus or minus 3.8 percentage
points
The results come a week alter the Lexington
Herald-Leader/Action News 36 Llection Poll
showed Conway leading Lee 43 percent to 26 perConway
cent
[he race offets a stark contrast between Conway, a union-backed
trial lawyer, and Lee. a 4.-onsersative state representative whose
stands include harming domestic-partner benefits at state unisersities
the candidates also have taken shots at each other dunng the
campaign. with Lee ridiculing Conway's youth and experience,
while('onss as said I re had set to learn the values of "tolerance and
decency "
Conwayis leading among tura demographic groups the poll analyzed among men and women, all age groups and all income levels.
In addition. Conway has stronger name recognition than Lee, 34
percent to 24 percent. and a higher favorability rating — 314 percent
of voters who has e heard of Conway had a "favorable" impression,
while I percent had an "unt.to'table" impression Twenty-eight
perct ut voters had a fasorable impressii in of Lee. a minority whip
in the Kentucky House. while 25 percent viewed him unfavorably
"I AM gratified by the results.- said Conway. while noting the
high number of undecided voters "I think people rectignue how
important the attorney general is
People are not looking for
silliteOfIC with r Ikalocial or Republican agenda. hut someone who
will follow the law "
Lre said that given his low name recognition at the start of the
campaign. he was encouraged by his numbers and felt he could
overcome the &Inn
"We knew we'd have a real race on out hands when I got into it."
he said. noting that Conway spent a lol Of money and gained name
recognition in J high-profile race against Republican Anne Northup
toe years ago in the Mud Congressional Ihstrict
The candidates arc vying to %waxed Greg Swink,. who Ian
on suck essfully tor lieutenant ty,n,ernor w 1th Bruce 1.unsford

Gov. race
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A PERFECT PITCH: Patrick Hams, a senior biology major from Paducah, participates in Monday's "Corn Hole Contesr near
the Martha Layne Collins Industry and Technology Center on the Murray State University campus. Sponsored by the Student
Government Association, the event helped to raise money for the American Heart Association. Behind Harris is Brendan
Shannon. a sophomore chemistry major from FairPoint. New York

Bernanke: Education is best investment
By JEANNINE AVERSA
AP Economics Wnter
WASHINGTON 3AP) — As he travels
around the country, Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bemankc is sometimes hit up
for investment advice His answer? It's not
stocks or bonds, but rather education.
"Education is the best investment."
Bernanke said in a speech Monday. It benefits not only workers but also the economy
in a time of continuing comPetitive strain
It was a fitting response for Bernanke -a well-respected economist who spent most
of his professional life as a teacher and is
married to one
"Education -- lifelong education tor
everyone — from toddler% to workers well
ads anted in their careers -- is indeed an
excellent investment for individuals anti
society as a whole." he said
Economists have long retogniied that the
skills of the work force are an important
source of economic growth, the Fed chairman said
Although the United States has been a
leader in expanding educational opportunities, it also has grappled Ion !tears with such
challenges as high-school dropout rates, particularly for minority and immigrant youths,
as well as frustratingly slow and uneven

presence a more popular candidate of his or her own party. said
mote than 20 percentage points. Joe Gershtenson, director of the
presenting a strong coattail Center for Kentucky History
ettect for either candidate. !tall and Poldn• At Loam Kentucky
I anscoaty
said
"It doesti t base ail (-tiro
But what happens in the gov
until you reach that landslide ernor's race km) base an effect
either was on candidates in
type proportion: Hall said
don't behest: it II he a landslide other faces, he said
one was eul the "the(
There's no doubt there's
Nevenheless. candidates in Ass AS'. worries lot candidates
le.s publici/cd rates can be Lather down the ballot when the
41fetted by other contests on an person at the top from sour pans
electom ballot said St. mutt is not taring well." Gershtenson
Lasky. a political ct 'elitist at said
Western Kentucky University
%filler. a Democrat. wont
That "coattail effect- can he second tem as treasurer in 2tal
From Front
magnified in Kentucky because amid a tat unable political clivOlieTA atl c1111111Ne to %Ole kW .111 mate tor Republicans Miller the Murray Room of the
the candulate• ill .1 partic ular said it was a -tough race- for Regional Special Events Center.
party rather than deciding
him. despite Fletcher winning Reser.auons are required and
each race inch y ichially. Lasky the governor's race by about Ill the deadline is (kt. I. Cost is
said
pert cntage points
$IX a person Call 270-809Nesertheless Gras son. who 5600 for reservations.
-Any tune you tl.ISC straight
tit 10 soling. it's going to
is seeking his second (CM% as
Beginning at fa 30 p m is thc
increase the potential for coat
secretary of State, said he's using Nursing Alumni Banquet in the
tails " Lasky said
21101 strategy of travel- Curtis Center Small Ballroom.
1 inner, because of his has
ing the state, stressing his record with guest speaker Dr Donna
rootc. is a popular canal
ancl fundraising
Talialenxi'73. Cost is 115 a perdate that inas cause Denaa rats
I lust think that if Kentucky son and the reservation deadline
to think take about skAllig a Soli:Is are presented with the is Oct It Social hour begins at
straight ticket. Lasky said
.1•C for a quail!, candidate
4:34) p.m at the Big Apple Cafe
the so-called coattail effect they re going to give that candi- For information, contact
Dr.
Can AN, help candid:des who date a NhOl.- (ital.sou said
Nance) France at 270-809might henctit from the ballot
2193.
The 45th Annual Agnculturc
Alumni Banquet is at 6:30 p.m.
in the ('urns Center Large
Ballroom, with a pre banquet
reception at 5:45 p.m on the
•
third floor concourse The banquet will honor the 2007
Outstanding
Agriculture
Alumnus and Outstanding
Young Agriculture Alumnus, as
well as 1957 and 1982 graduates. Reservation deadline is
4
'1
•
• 4
(k-t. I For information, contact
Amy McKinney at 270-809From Front

progress in raising test scores, he said.
Added Bernanke: "Upgrading skills
through continuing education and training
outside the job is also important, particularly in an environment in which workers can
face displacement from international competition or technological advancer'
Bernanke. who spent 17 years teaching
economics at Princeton University, made his
comments in a speech to an education and
work force summit held here by the U.S.
4.'hamber of Commerce. He took over the
Fed in February 2(X)6, succeeding longtime
chairman Alan Greenspan.
Sharpening both the nation's educational
system as well AN the skills of its work force
Ben Bernanke
should help the country deal with future
challenges, including the retirement of the
Federal Reserve Chairman
baby boom generation, advancing technolorate by a half percentage point in a move to
gy and increasing globalization, he said.
ensure that a housing meltdown and credit
Education can have other benefits.
crunch don't throw the economy into recesResearch suggests that "more highly educatsion. It was the first time in four years the
ed individuals are happier on average, make
Fed had lowered this rate.
better personal financial decisions. suffer
The rate cut comes as the nation's
fewer spells of unemployment and enjoy
employment
climate has shown its firsa
better health." Bernanke said.
major crack., Total employment dropped in
In his speech. he did not provide any
August by a net 4,000 jobs. It was the first
hints about the Fed's next move on interest
such loss in four years. The unemployment
rates fie also didn't discuss the state of the
rate, now at 4.6 percent. is expected to climb
economy.
close to 5 percent by year's end.
The Fed last week slashed a key interest
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Afncan-American Alumni
Reception and Check-in begins
at 6:30 p.m. in Ordway Hall
At 7 p.m MSU vs. Morehead
State volleyball game will be at
Racer Arena.
Miss Black & Gold pageant.
sponsored by the Alpha Phi
Alpha. begins At 7 pm in Lovett
Auditorium. General admission
is $7 and $3 for MSU student+,
with reserved seating for alumni
The African-Ament.ain Mixer
begins at 10 p.m. in the ('urn's
Center Game Room/Stables
Beginning Saturday, Oct 13.
at 8 a at is the "14- Club
Breakfast in the ('urns Center
Large Ballroom. Sponsored by
MSl' Athletics, the cost is $I 2 a
Penon and resenation deadline
is Oct. 8. Athletic alumni.
fnends. coaches and staff come
to reunite. For reservations and
information. contact Crystal
Morrow 270-809-1746
The 22nd Annual College of
Education Alumni Breakfast
will be in the Murray Middle
School Cafeteria from 8 to 9 30
a.m. The cost is $5 for adults
and $2.50 foe children. For more
information. contact Penny
Futrell 270-809-3817
From 8 a.m. to noon. the
MSU vs. Ole Miss nfle match
will take place at the rifle range
under Roy Stewart Stadium
All MSU alumni are ent:0411aged to attend the Alumni
Center Open House front 9• m
to 2:30 p.m For information.
call 270-809-WO.
The annual Homecoming
Parade. featuring Jerry and
Betsy Read Shniaa 1963 alumni.
as Grand Marshals, and the
MSU Racer Band. Begins
downtown at 9 30 a m and ends
at Ica) and Main streets on cam
pus. For information, call the

•

Student
Government
Association at 270-809-6951.
African -American
Reflections begins at II a.m at
the historical marker site in the
quad area Speaker's are Dennis
Jackson. a 1966 and 1971 MSU
alumnus, Paducah native and
member of the MSU Athletics
Hall of Fame, and Anna/cue
McCane. 1993 MSU alumna
and director of equal opportunity at MSU
Tent City Homecoming
Festival will be from II a.m.
until 2:30 p.m. The tradition
continues at Roy Stewart
Stadium Represented will be
colleges. athletics, Murray
Training
School
alumni.
African-American
alumni.
Bookstore. alumni association,
residential colleges. Greek Row
and TOM A variety offend will
he available The event is free
and open to the public. Enter
through the north or south end
lone gates For more information. contact 270-809-5600.
The Baptist Student Union
Alumni Brunch is from II a.m.
to I p m. at the BCM The cost is
$ti • person for adults, $3 for
children three to 12 years: free
to children under three, and is
open to all 13SU/I3CM alumna
and their families. Reservation
deadline iv Oct. 9 For more
information contact Mark Whitt
at 270-753-5771 All BSU/I3CM
alumni should meet in front of
Memorial Baptist Church to
view the parade
The
16th
Annual
Occupational Safety and Health
Alumni Reception will begin at
11 am at Tent City. For more
information contact David
Kraeniet at 270-809-2488
At noon. the Rowing Alumni
Reunion and Race. undergraduate vs alumni, will take place at
the Kenlake State Park. For

information, co
t Dan Las It
at 270-809-2160 or Bill McLean
at 270-809-3748.
Homecoming pre-game festivities begin at 2:30 p.m. at Roy
Stewart Stadium. including the
crowning of Homecoming King
and Queen.
The homecoming game.
MSU vs. Listem Illinois, is at 3
p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium
Tickets are $12 for reserved
chair seats, $IO for adult
reserved bleacher seats ($6 for
children). $7 for general admission and $4 for children anti
MSU
faculty/staff general
admission. For more tnforma
tion. contact Susan Darnell at
270-809-4895.
The
African-American
Alumni Banquet begins at 630
p.m in the Corns Center Large
Ballroom. Featured speaker is
Elana Kornegay Thompson. a
2000 and 2003 MSU alumna of
Indianapolis. Cost is $25 a per.
ton with Visa oi MasterCard or
make checks payable to MSU
and mail to MS1.'AA, 100
Easley Alumni Center. Murray.
KY 42071-3357 or call 800758-8510 or 270:809.5600
Reservation deadline is Oct. 1.
At 8:30 p.m. the IsIPHC
Annual Step Show will be held
at Lovett Auditonum. Cost is
$15 a person for the public and
$IO a person for MSU students.
Reserved seating for alumni will
be available
Wrapping up the festivitie,
on Sunday. Oct 14. at II a.m is
the African-American Brunch at
the Easley Alumni Center. Cost
is $6 a person with Visa Or
MasterCard or make checks
payable to MSU and mail to
MSUAA. 100 Easley Alumni
Center. Murray, KY 42071
3357 or call 800-758-8510 or
270-809-5600.
Reservation
deadline is Oct. I.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The key witness in the ethics proceedings against state Highway Commissioner Marc Williams failed
to show on Monday.
Williams has been charged with a state ethics violation for
allegedly trying to steer a Harrison County bridge project to a specific engineering firm.
Former state highway engineer Sam Beverage — who allegedly
was told by Williams to bump up the proposal score by DLZ Inc. of
Frankfort — did not appear at the hearing.
John Steffen, general counsel for the Executive Branch Ethics
Commission, said Beverage's lawyer Burl McCoy told him
Beverage was on jury duty in West Virginia. Steffen said court officials in West Virginia, however, told him there were no proceedings
at the courthouse that would have required Beverage's attendance.
Guthrie True, Williams' attorney, said it was a "very curious set
of circumstances."
Three people did testify in front of the commission on Monday.
Dave Disponett, a former Fletcher administration volunteer, and
John McCarthy, former chairman of the state Republican Party, said
they told Williams that DLZ was concerned about not receiving any
state business.
Beverage, who was fired by Fletcher in Sept. 2005, has admitted
to an ethics violation in the same case.
The hearing is scheduled to resume on Nov. 9.
AP

Workers at the General Motors Bowling Green Assemby Plant leave Monday as United Auto Workers
picket outside the plant
in Bowling Green, Ky., that produces Corvettes and Cadillac XLR's. Thousands of United
Auto Workers walked off the Job at
GM plants around the country Monday, in the first nationwide strike during auto contract negotiations
since 1976.

Bowling Green GM plant picketed
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — More
than 9(a) assembly workers at a General
Motors plant in south-central Kentucky
walked off the job Monday as part of the
first nationwide strike against the U.S. auto
industry in decades.
Cindy Shelton, financial officer for
United Auto Workers Local 2164. said
workers had begun picketing in shifts at the
plant.
"We•ve got the front gate and the back
gate." Shelton said.
The UAW has 73.(KX) members who
work for GM at 82 U.S. facilities. including
assembly and parts plants and warehouses.
Workers walked off the job and began picketing outside GM plants after the late morn-

ing UAW strike deadline passed.
The Bowling Green plant employs about
960 workers who produce Corvettes and
Cadillac XLRs.
UAW President Ron Gettelfinger said job
security was the top unresolved issue and
complained about "one-sided negotiations."
"It was going to be General Motors' way
at the expense of the workers," Gettelfinger
said at a news conference in Detroit. "The
company walked right up to the deadline
like they really didn't care."
GM spokesman Dan Flores said the
automaker was disappointed in the union's
decision to call a national strike.
"The bargaining involves complex, diffi-

Survivor recalls
Tenn. plane crash
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Ousted ABC head: 'I didn't feel
like I was a danger on the road'

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The head of the state's Office of
Alcoholic Beverage Control
CHATIANOOGA,'Fenn.(AP) — (inc of the tour people aboard said he didn't feel like he posed
a corporate plane that crashed in a shopping center parking lot said a danger to anyone when he was
a lack of fuel caused the aircraft to plummet.
arrested on a drunken driving
Daren Turner, 40, the president of Lexington. Ky.-based electri- charge over the weekend.
cal contracting company Amteck of Kentucky. was on the plane with
Chris Lilly, who was appointhis father and the company's owner. 64-year-old Ron Turner, broth- ed executive director of the ABC
er-in-law Louis Mullins. 58, and the pilot. 47-year-old Gregory last year, was arrested Saturday
Jones, when it crashed last Wednesday.
night, according to a police cita"I never ... thought that we would live," Turner told the tion. Lilly resigned from his post
Chattanooga Times Free Press before his release from Erlanger on Sunday.
Medical Center on Monday.
"I didn't feel like I was a danThe plane was flying from Birmingham. Ala., and was trying to ger on the road." Lilly told
land at Chattanooga Metropolitan Airport. Some witnesses told WKYT-TV in Lexington. "I'm
police the plane was approaching the nearby runway at an unusual- just sorry."
ly low altitude when it clipped a utility pole and slammed into at
Lilly. 51, of Nicholasville,
least two unoccupied cars.
was pulled over on U.S. 27
As the plane made its approach. Turner recalled the aircraft's south of Lexington because his
control lights turning on and off, then the engine sputtering before Ford Explorer was missing a
going silent.
headlight, and because he was
Investigators were looking into whether the plane ran out of fuel weaving and driving slowly, the
as it approached to land, but Turner said he knows the answer to that Nicholasville police citation
question.
said. Lilly smelled of alcohol,
He said the plane had not been refueled before its return flight to lost his balance during a sobriety
Georgetown, Ky., from Birmingham. and that Jones tried to assure test and recorded a Breathalyzer
him the plane had "plenty of gas," but that the gauges were "messed reading of 0.181. the citation
said.
Turner believed otherwise.
Lilly sent a one-sentence let-I kind of knew it was more urgent than what he had said," ter
of
resignation
to
Turner said. "I knew it wasn't the gauges. that he realized we didn't Environmental and Public
have gas. ... I know the (Federal Aviation Administration) is check- Protection Secretary Teresa Hill
ing into it, but I can tell you now we know for sure what happened." on Sunday, advising her that he
Fortunately. all four men are expected to make a full recovery.
would leave the job immediateDaren Turner suffered two broken vertebrae. Ron Turner under- ly.
went shoulder surgery Monday and is expected to be hospitalized
Hill has accepted his resignafor up to seven days. Mullins was released with bruising and a tion,
said
Mark
York,
thumb fracture, and Jones returned home to Tallahassee. Fla.. with spokesman
for
the
ankle and back fractures.
Environmental and Public
Despite the fuel situation. Jones is still being hailed a hero by his Protection Cabinet, which
passengers and their families.
includes Alcoholic Beverage

at
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cult issues that affect the job security of our
U.S. work force and the long-term viability
of the company," he said. "We remain fully
committed to working with the UAW to
develop solutions together to address the
competitive challenges facing GM."
GM had been pushing hard in the negotiations for the health care trust — known as
a Voluntary Employees Beneficiary'
Association, or VEBA — so it could move
$51 billion in unfunded retiree health costs
off its books. GM has nearly 339.000
retirees and surviving spouses.
Gene[finger said that the primary: issue
was job security, but he stressed the union
also was fighting to preserver workers' benefits.

Rotobrusie

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— In a blunt assessment to fellow doctors, Gov. Ernie Fletcher said Monday that chances of limiting painand-suffering damages in medical malpractice cases are bleak
because of resistance from some state lawmakers. The governor
expressed a willingness to compromise if he wins another term.
Speaking at a Kentucky Medical Association meeting, Fletcher
said doctors should settle for another version featuring a pretrial dispute resolution process aimed at reducing "frivolous" malpractice
suits.
Specifically, he said independent boards — possibly consisting of
doctors and 'patient advocates — would review malpractice filings,
with their findings admissible in court.
• • The review would not preclude a right to jury trial.
"I'm willing to compromise," Fletcher said after his speech.
The Republican governor said he shared the KMA's disappointment that proposed constitutional amendments on medical malpractice have died in recent legislative sessions.

Ky. parents charged in infant's death
JACKSON, Ky.(AP)— An eastern Kentucky couple faces murder charges in the death of their infant son.
Ten-month-old Braxton Miller died from a methadone overdose
in June, state police said.
His parents, Karen R. Miller, 24, and Robert Miller, 33, were
arrested after a Breathitt County grand jury returned an indictment
on Friday.
Robert Miller told authorities just after the baby's death that he
had been cleaning a couch and that a pill came out of the couch
while he was cleaning it, according to Coroner George Griffith.
Miller said the pill fell to the floor, and he turned away momentarily and the pill was gone. He assumed it had fallen down a vent.
The parents said they took the child to the hospital after they
found him not breathing about 2 a.m. on June 6, Griffith said.
'
Karen and Robert Miller were being held in Three Forks
Regional Jail in Beattyville.

Pop Quiz: This guy is ...
A. Doing his homework.
B. Sending photos to his mother by e-mail.
C. Using your credit and debit card info to shop online.

Answer: C. Think it can't happen to you'?
Then think about this — over 3 million people per year
are victims of debit card fraud. And 10 million Americans
annually are identity theft victims.

In today's air-tight homes. Indoor Air Quality is a growing concern. Most house
hold dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew, pollen, and animal dander. Many oh
these contaminant's are circulated through the central air systems in most homes
And can aggravate the symptoms of asthma and allergies.

Air duct cleaning can rid your duds of:
Dirt & Debris • Mid•Pollen •Dust Mites
And i m pro% e the eflieienQ of our II\

Control.
"We will be looking to put
someone in there probably on an
interim basis," York said.
York said he didn't know if
Hill had asked Lilly to resign.
"I don't know the substance
of the conversation,- York said
Monday.

Fletcher proposes compromise for
medical malpractice cases

stew

So, what can you do to protect yourself?
Sign up for The Murray Bank's new
Identity & Fraud Protection Plus.
You'll get Daily Credit Monitoring, with notification
of any changes. Identity Theft Insurance, Fraud Assistance,
and Payment Card Protection.
In addition, you'll get peace of mind.
Available now, at The Murray Bank.
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University's
I would not be as bothered by Columbia
ii
decision to host Iran's President Mahmoud Ahmadmejad
Columbia and other universities had a consistent policy
applied
toward those they invite to speak and the rules
dictators
ian
to
totalitar
rals.
ond.libe
atives
consers
equally• to
and 10 advocates for freedom and tolerance_
Any conservative who has ever tried, or
actually succeeded, in speaking on the campus of predominately liberal academic institutions knows it can resemble to some
extent the struggle experienced by Afncan
Americ ans IA hen they attempted to desegregate lunch counters in the South during the
Civil Rights Movement.
In the linith. I spoke at universities from
Smith College in the List to the University
West At
of Caldorma at Davis in the
Cal's
Smith. lesbians sat in the front row kissing
hts
each other while the rest of the crowd
Thoug
shouted so loud no one could hear inc
By Cal Thomas
riotous
NPR's Nina lotenherg witnessed the
Syndicated
behavior, prompting inc to remark. 'I hope
Columnist
you're getting this on tape. Nina, because
•
e
toleranc
by
this is what liberals Mead
John Leo
former U 5. News and World Reportaa olumnist
speech
free
of
demise
the
of
ers
chronicl
the
among
been
has
issue of
winter's
last
in
Writing
s
campuse
on many college
Columbia Unithe publication City Journal. Leo noted that
Wahd
sersity officials prevented J large crowd from hearing
anti-phadist
Shochat. J former PLO terrorist who is now an
pointed out is
I he reason given was security, which as Leo
Shoebat
Had
speech.
ng
restricti
for
frequent excuse
allowed the
temained a PLO terrorist. Columbia might have
rhetoric of the kind
clildelds iii, because anti-Jewish
many
Xhinadinetad delivers always seems welcome on too
ampuses only Columbia students and 20 guests were
allowed to hear Shoehat speak.
what
Why would Columbia expect Ahmadinejad to answer
ns' Have
they promised in advance would he 'tough questio
s"
they not seen him inters few ed hy America's hest reporter
leeto
ws
intervie
the
uses
lie
s
question
Ile d.icsnt answer
exercise
lure Americ a and make his propaganda points. The
at home
Is useless. except to him because he scores points
r the prefor 'standing up to the Great Satan,' or whateve
the moment
at
is
States
United
the
for
lour
du
term
ferred
stormed a
Last October at Columbia. a mob of students
of the anti-illegal
stage. curtailing speeches by two Meddlers
students
immigration group known as the Minutemen The
revealing.
was
which
speak,'
to
right
no
have
'They
shouted
to
used
is
that
t
argumen
'
freedom
given- the -atademic
n
defend liberal professors and their frequent anti- Amenca
rants when conservatives attempt to shut them up
As John Leo wrote. 'Campus opponents of (Rep Tomat
on fire alarms
I ant redo, an illegal immigration toe, set
and their counterspeech.
planned
his
disrupt
to
kowtow n
Con. at Michigan State roughed up his student hackers
part,
sery mice sft 11\ 10 ILO id How% it,, hlac k consersanse Star
Islamism,
Parker. and Darnel Pipes. an outspoken cntic of
d on
or
disrupte
down
shouted
ves
themsel
find
ls
trequent
hip of
campus Ihe number of instances involving censors
y
conservatives on college campuses and denial of honorar
could fill
degrees to people who don t toe the liberal line
book
to
There is something else about Columbia.. decision
cposing a
admit Ahmadinciad and -that is the notion that hy
a Man
is tam and religious fanatic to a liberal arts campus
to usher in Armageddon who believes he has been •called.
rest of
might make him less genus.idal and students and the
of
legion
his
and
he
and
underst
We
anding
us more underst
to the
murdering thugs wish to kill us and ale contributing
murder do
death of Amenc an. in Iraq What part of Mass hAse ti me to
they
thes not understand it Columbia. or don't
study history these Jay,'
Alimadmeiad is probably using his visit to case our countrY, like a Kink robber does before a big heist
and
Before we allow more of our enemies into America
s, we
give them J freedom unknown in their own ciKintrie
gets to
should at least demand ret pros ity Their president
Their
speak in Amen.a' Our president gets to speak in Iran
president has access to out media' Our president should
how
have access to their media And while we're at it
the
about for Inn) liberal who gets to speak on campus.
school must also ins lie • comers.alive
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rather than dominate it.
and were affected by it in
Sometimes straying from the
the most personal ways.
original question leads to
As a result of the series.
stories that would not have
people might he inspired to
interview their loved ones
been revealed otherwise.
who remember -the days of
Oral history inter6.
it
the war and the tolls
views can he exhausting. An
exacted. The Kentucky Oral
hour or 94) minutes is just
History Commission. which
is part of the Kentucky Hisabout enough time for one
torical Society. has a collecsession. Multiple sessions are
tion of more than 25.000
a good idea.
ians
Kentuck
with
ws
Intervie
Do ask follow-up
7.
g
includin
topics.
on various
questions and try to tie up
WWII. The Commission also
provides grants to organizaloose ends by the end of an
tions and communities
interview.
embarking on such projects.
Duplicate all
8.
want
For individuals who
and also transks
tapes/di
interto conduct oral history'
scribe interviews, word-forviews with family and
word on paper. whenever
friends, there arc some simple guidelines
possible. Recording devices
Get good recording
I
become obsolete. (Remember
equipment. tapes or disks,
BetaMax'') If interviews are
and learn how to operate it
d on paper, you will
capture
with ease before the interhave access to them as long
view.
as the paper and words are
Talk to the intervie2.
intact.
securing
,
advance
wee in
It never fails in my
permission and gaining their
9.
confidence that the session
experience: Once the equipwill be comfortable and
ment is turned off, interviepaced according to their
wees may tell something
needs. (If you are going to
they never hinted at before.
be using the interview for
Re ready to flick the switch
any kind of public protect.
make sure you have permishack on. You may secure the
sion in writing. I
most precious moments in
Consider audio
3.
thoct revealing interludes.
video,
than
recordiny rather
especial!) it the InterVICWCC
Check local ts listings for
is concerned about how he
or she looks, or is intimidatinformation on the KET
ed by the thought of being
series, "The War" Log on
on camera Audio recording
to lutp://histionlicy/gotlindes.
e
intrusiv
less
is
equipment
for information about
php
ewees
intervi
and
ideo,
than
the _state historical society
tend to forget they are being
and the Kentucky Oral !furecorded once the interview
Is in progress.
ton C'ommission.
Prepare an outline of
Read Main Street online
questions and keep notes of
at
%%two murravledgercom.
names, places, events and
Contact the columnist direct's'
dates
at constancealevandergOnewts
Listen carefully and
5"
at ecomm.net.
try to guide the process.
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tune Ill is
the new
public televisne.
series. -The
War.- that
began airing on
K ET and
other stations
around the
country
Sunday
Main Street night
By Constance
Another
Ken Burns
Alexander
anal Linda
Local
Novick
Columnist
documentary similar
to the popular Civil War series, -The
War- focuses pnmanly on
four different communities in
the United States and chronicles the range of ways
World War II affected them.
The spotlight is on Waterbury, Conn., Sacramento,
Calif Mobile. Ala.. and
Luveme. Minn . a rural
farming town close to Sioux
S
Rather than showcase generals and politicians, -The
War- features the regular
folks who fought and suffered on the front lines and
returned home to become
parents and grandparents to
the current generation Burns
was inspired to embark on
the epic project when he
learned that veterans of
WWII are dying at the rate
of I.000 a day Without capturing these stones, the voices of those who fought
would not be heard.
Bums is not alone in this
effort. of course Tom
Brokaw 's **Greatest Generation,- among other recent
hest -sellers, has spawned
interest in the words of
those who witnessed the war
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Fragment ROM a recent email of mine to an old
friend who also teaches college.
-The other night in class.
where we had Just read
'Lysistrata.• I asked the students if there was anything
timely in the play. They all
sat there, mute Finalls, one
of them said. Id rather keep
track of what's going on
with Of than to keep up
with the war.' The others
agreed What is Wrong With
these kids" They are not
interested in much of anything except My Space.My friend, with many
More years expenence at the
university level than I, gave
me the equivalent of a
cyberspace pat on the head
and reminded me that his
sears in college classrooms
taught him this
" Otten students fear a
hidden agenda of sonic kind
when they are asked what
we deem to he neutral goesnon, I do think there is
more going on than just a
stubborn refusal to pay anew
non to the war 11 is almost
as if you have to somehow
make them feel safe in discussing current events, especially the war I could be
completely wrong on this,"
he goes on, -but I need to
believe they are more interested than they let on And
remember that mans of them
are teenagers and, hence, by
definitirm. nuts"" What they'
...it is often the opposite (if'
what they mean"
My friends' measured
response got me thinking
about ways to spark interest
in relationships between literature, history and current
events that do not end up
making the students slain up
w bile I get het up V. ith that
in mind. I recommend that
thy students in hunutntics
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V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editorOmurrayledget.com.
✓ Letters malted or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
type/ or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Tunes reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
./ Letters of a -thank you- nature that sine* out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except doom
directed toward the community as a whole, we not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint anti opinions of
the writer and net itemsearity of the t edger & Times
staff.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Mildred E. Culver
Mrs. Mildred E.
69, Benton, died Monday, Sept. 24,
2007. at 2:25 a.m. at the home of her daughter.
Her husband, Melvin Culver, and her parents, Rimon Colson and
Lucy Belk Flood Colson, preceded her in death. She was a cook for
Country Crossroads Restaurant, Hardin.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Deborah Jean Henson and
Mrs. Kathy Michelle Copeland, and one brother, Bill Colson, all of
Benton; three sisters, Mrs. Genella Jones, Kirksey, Mrs. Hazel
Underhill, Benton. and Mrs. Pat Smith, Mayfield; three grandchildren, Brittany Shea Jeter, Terry Lynn Jameson and Erik Ray
Copeland; two great-grandchildren, Haley Rose Jameson and Emily
May Jameson.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of FilbeckCann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Mark Dillon, Rev. Harry
Yates and Rev. Ross Howard will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Pace Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday).

William Henry Morrison
William Henry Morrison, 78, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 24,
't)07. at 1:30 a.m. at Nature Trail Health Center, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
lines-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
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The funeral for John B. Richardson will be Wednesday at II a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
Martin Severns and Pastor Richard Griffith, his
grandson will officiate. Music will be by Oneida
White, pianist and vocalist, and congregational
singing led by his grandson, Christopher Griffith.
Pallbearers will be Richard Worrnsbacher. Stuart
Schull, Maurice Wormsbacher, Joshua Brown, Scott
Morris, Richard Griffith and Christopher Griffith. active; Randy
Atkinson and Corbin Atkins, honorary. Burial with military honors
will follow at the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Blood River Baptist
Association Builders, P.O. Box 18, Hardin KY 42048. Online condolences May be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Richardson, 81, Murray, died Friday. Sept. 21. 2007, at 3:50
p.m. at his home.
A member and former deacon of Memorial Baptist Church, he
was a member of Blood River Baptist Association Builders,
Kentucky Changers and Murray Lodge #105 of Free and Accepted
Masons. A veteran of the United States Coast Guard, he was a self
employed carpenter.
He was married Nov. 2. 1946, to Flora Mae Richardson who died
July 6, 2007. Also preceding him in death were two brothers, Ronnie
and Joseph Richardson. Born Jan. 24. 1926, in Highland Park,
Mich.. he was the son of the late Joseph Richardson and Sarah
Dangler Richardson.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Gloria Schutt and husband. Stuart, Murray, and Mrs. Carol Combs and husband. Richard,
New Concord; five grandchildren, Richard Griffith and wife. Susan,
Christopher Griffith and wife, Laura, Lisa Atkinson and husband,
Randy. Laura Morris and husband. Scott, and Julie Sears; 14 greatgrandchildren; five sisters, Mrs. Natalie Hryorak, Arizona, Mrs.
Shirley Gatavaz and husband, Salvador, Michigan, and Mrs. Rosalie
Crago. Mrs. Evelyn McClure and husband. Bill. and Mrs. Mary
Mathieson. all of California; three brothers, Richard Richardson and
wife. Shirley, and Robert (Potato) Richardson. all of California. and
Roger Richardson and wife, Linda. New Mexico.

Carlos E. Williams
A graveside service for Carlos E. Williams was today (Tuesday)
at II a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Tommy Carraway, Denny Jones,
1m Dennis L. Jones and Marcus Malone. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
WATCH, 702 Main St., Murray. KY 42071 or
Hospice, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St.,
Murray. KY 42071.
Mr. Williams.91,Calloway Avenue. Murray, died Monday. Sept.
24, 2007, at 5:15 a.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of World War II. he was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ. He worked in construction with the Sheet
Metal Worker Union all over the eastern and southern states. He
retired from the Tennessee Valley Authority and was instrumental in
making the original signs throughout the Land Between the Lakes.
He was also a member of Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and
Accepted Masons and of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 of Order of
Eastern Star.
Preceding him in death were his wife. Mildred Hart Williams.
four brothers. Eune E. Wilbur Wallace, Curtis and John L.
Williams; half sister. Irene Smith, half brother, Gurvis Smith. Born
June I. 1916, in Murray. he was the son of the late Thomas Madison
Williams and Jetta Pearl Derrington Williams.
Survivors include two nieces, Mrs. Peggy Carraway and husband. Tommy. and Mrs. Bonnie Jones and husband. Dennis Lee, all
of Murray.
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A memorial service tor Richard James Hardt will he Thursday at
I p.m. at Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Hardin.
Following the service, a meal will be served.
Mr. Hardt, 56. Beal Road. Hardin. died Saturday. Sept. 22, 2007.
at 6:18 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in a motorcyclecar accident on U.S. 68 West, Benton.
He worked as a salesman at Sills Four Rivers Harley-Davidson
Dealership in Paducah. He was born Aug. 16, 1951.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Sally Sandberg, to whom he
mamed'Oct. 23. 1971: three sons. James Warren Hardt and wife,
Melanie. Tucson. Ariz., Benjamin Hardt and wife, Shelly. Murray.
and (.'harks Richard Hardt and wife. Mantza. Miami. Fla.; five
grandchildren. Holly. Andy. Christopher. Daniel and Emily Hardt:
his parents, lames and Jane Reeve Hardt. Naples. Fla.; two sisters.
Mrs Sheryl Hawks and husband. Michael. Ventura. Calif., and Mrs.
Marsha Herder and husband. Rick. Atlanta, Ga, Imes-Miller Funeral
Home of Murray as in charge of arrangements
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18-year-old charged in campus shooting

DOVER, Del.(Al')-Police
arrested an 18-year-old man in
the shooting of two students at
Delaware State University,
authorities said Monday. As they
led him into a courthouse, he
told reporters: "I'm sorry."
Loyer D. Braden, arrested
about 3:30 a.m, in his dorm
room, was charged with
attempted murder, assault and
reckless endangerment, as well
as a gun charge, according to
court documents.
A justice of the peace set bail
for the East Orange, N.J.,
teenager at $75,000 and ordered
him to stay away from the victims and Delaware State. Braden
is a freshman at Delaware State,
according to a man at Braden's
home in East Orange who identified himself only as a family
member.
University offficials, who
had assured the campus community over the weekend that the
gunman was not on campus.
could not explain how or when
Braden returned to his dorm
MOM.

"I'm not clear on that matter," Delaware State University
Police Chief James Overton
said. "I can't get into that."
Overton did say that students
returning to campus for Monday
classes were not subject to
checks.
Four Dover police officers
escorted Braden to the court
Monday afternoon with his
hands cuffed and his legs shackled.
In response to reporters'
questions, he said softly: "I'm
sorry." Asked what he was sorry
for, he replied only: "She's in
the hospital."

One of the wounded students,
Shalita Middleton, 17, was
being treated for abdominal
wounds at Christiana Hospital in
Newark,
Del.
University.
spokesman Carlos Holmes said
Middleton had not been questioned and "will not be questioned until we get clearance
from the physicians."
The other wounded student
has been talking with police,
officials said, but that student's
mother said the 17-year-old
freshman didn't know who the
gunman was or what triggered
the shooting at the Village Cafe,
a campus dining hall that stays
open until 3 a.m.
Nathaniel Pugh III, a freshman biology major, told his
mother he had left the cafe when
he heard two gunshots about I
a.m. and started running. A third
shot caught him in the ankle,
shattering two bones, said his
mother, Michelle Blackwell, in
an interview from Kent General
Hospital in Dover.
"He didn't see who shot him,
but there were several students
gathered there on the campus
who could have seen who shot
him," Pugh's mother. Michelle
Blackwell, told The Washington
Post.
"He was in the wrong place
at the wrong time. Period," she
said.
Braden was also accused of
firing at a third student, James
Richmond, according to the documents describing the reckless
endangerment charge. A preliminary hearing was scheduled for
Friday. The shootings followed
a fight Tuesday between Braden
and one of the victims in a university parking lot, according to

AP

Police escort Loyer D. Braden, an 18-year-old man from New
Jersey, arrested Monday in the shooting of two Delaware
State University students, from a Dover, Del., police station to
court. Braden of East Orange, N.J., was charged with
attempted murder, assault and reckless endangerment, as
well as a gun charge, according to court documents.
an affidavit by Lt. Donald
Baynard of the Delaware State
University police department.
The heavily redacted document
said the victim involved was
male, but did not say whether he
was Pugh or Richmond.
The person involved in the
fight received a small cut under

his lip, and he spit saliva and
blood on Braden's face, the affidavit said. The dispute boiled
over again Thursday night when
the two ran into each other at the
Village Cafe, but that argument
was defused and both left, the
affidavit said.

Out of jail after killing preacher husband, Mary
Winkler fights to get custody of three daughters
HUNTINGDON, Tenn.(AP)
- Mary Winkler convinced a
jury she was physically and
emotionally abused by her
preacher husband before she
shot him to death. Now, after a
short jail sentence, she is trying
to persuade the courts to let her
have her children back.
The children's patettiat
grandparents are trying to have
Winkler stripped of her rights as
a parent so they can adopt the
three girls, ages 2, 8 and 10.
It is sure to be a bitter and difficult custody battle, and one
with
little
precedent
in
Tennessee.
Termination of parental
rights is allowed if one parent
"wrongfully" kills the other. But
that has been part of state law
for only a few years.
Usually, the surviving parent
"is incarcerated for such a long
time that the parent cannot raise
the children. But we don't have
that here,- said Christina
Zawisza, a lawyer with the
University of Memphis Child
Advocacy Clinic.
Winkler's husband. Matthew.
31, was killed with a shotgun
blast to the back in March 2006
at his Church of Christ parsonage in Selmer, a small town
about 80 miles east of Memphis.
Mary Winkler went to jail and
the couple's children moved in
with their father's parents in the
small town of Huntingdon.
Winkler, 33, was tried on a
murder charge, but a jury found
her
guilty
voluntary
of
manslaughter after she testified
about years of abuse. Including
jail time awaiting trial, she spent
just seven months in custody.
with two months served in a
mental facility being treated for
post traumatic stress disorder.
Free now on probation.
Winkler wants the children
back.
"We can begin healing
together.- she told a judge who
granted supervised visits with
the children to begin Saturday.
"She paid her debt to society.
You can't punish her again by
taking away her kids." said
Lynne
Gold-Bikin,
a
Pennsylvania lawyer who specializes in child custody and
family law but has no connection to the Winkler case.

"Parents always have priority
over grandparents."
But Dr. Keith Ablow, a psychiatrist hired by the grandparents, described Winkler as a
danger to herself and her children, particularly since she
claims not to remember getting
the shotgun out of a bedroom
closet and pulling the trigger.
"We're talking about something that has to be watched for
decades," said Ablow, the former host of a syndicated T'V
show bearing his name.
Grandparents Dan and Diane
Winkler contend Winkler is an
unfit mother and the children
have a better chance at a normal
life with them.
But
Gold-Bikin
said
Winkler's manslaughter convicAP
tion shows the jury believed her
testimony about domestic abuse. Mary Winkler, second from right, arrives with her attorneys
Among other things, Winkler /Rachael Putnam, left, and Kay Farese Turner, right, at the
claimed she was forced to sub- Carroll County Courthouse in Huntingdon, Tenn.
mit to sex acts she considered
unnatural.
"Should we take these children away from a loving mother
and give them to somebody who
hates her?" Gold-Bikin said.
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Murray Woman's Club will
have salad supper Thursday

Seminar
series begins
this Friday

Murray Woman's Club will begin its 2007-

08 dub year with a potluck salad supper
and general dub meeting on Thursday beginp.m. at the club house.
ning at
A preliminary Powerpoint presentation
on the history of the Murray club and a
short business meeting will follow the supper. Members who attend three of the four
general club meetings during 1007-08 will
hare their name entered into a drawing
for a free 2008-09 membership.
Hostesses will be members of the kappa
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen and Musk departments. All members are
urged to attend.
Community
Editor

l'aDUCAII. KNest
Kentucky Community and
I echnical College will hold as
tiro science seminar of the
.1.11 iin ritlay at 12.15 p.m
in Waller Hall. room 112.
1,11,11as: I
Johnson. refuge
manager. ii ill speak on the
( lark's
Riser
National
Vs!Wide Refuge He will talk
'bout the conseraation efforts
.king place in one's own back.11d
these events arc always
-pen to the public and are

Blood drive scheduled

Red Cross blood drives will be Wednesday from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Murray State University Curris Center.

!ree

77ir/h
711?notincemenl

Photo provided

BAZAAR PLANNED: Members of the Bazaar committee of Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club met to plan for the annual -Chnstmas Bazaar" to be Oct 27 from 8 a m.
to 1 p m at the club house. Pictured, from left, seated, Freda Steely. Carolyn Farrell, Peggy
Shoemaker, standing, Kay Ray, Vicky Holton, Jean Simmons and Mary Gail Johnson

Calloway County Heart Walk is
scheduled at Central Park Oct. 20
Hilliard Lyons, taylor Bus and
Special to the Ledger
- UAW is a tine time to take the Rotary Club.
This is'Mit an athletic corna walk. and the Inter It. an Heart
petition. although some people
0.4k.1411011 oilers a tine rea/1,
son to go along is ith it the may choose to run: but teams
tight against heart disease and do try to top each other in
stroke.
fund raising.
Over the years. American
the association will hold
its Calloway County Heart Walk
Heart Association funding has
Saturday. Oct 20 at Chestnut contributed to ad'.411Ces in pharPark Registration starts at it 30 maceuticals. surgical techam and thr Walk begins at niques. and devices A few
9: ill
examples include CPR and the
m
cerit generates dollars pat emaker
In January 2007. the Amertor the American Heart Assoaf
R dial ape ciation,
funds advoca- ican Heart Association launched
atut
c the parent, ad cy. publicwhich
and professional edu- Sun', a workplace-based miole
daalehter
cation, and research Imo heart wince designed tai help adults
,pc horn on Ibursday.
disease and stroke.
get more physical activity by
21 pi). A it Iii p iii at Mtn
open
walking during the business day.
The
to
Walk
is
all
and
.rs
( 44011 rs I Io‘ilital
al Ir ,s4
he-614v wiiighesi 6 pounds there is no charge to partici- The Heart %Talk is now part
and in- urcd___Itr pate. hut walkers typaally sun of the Start' mosement, which
caan.,_encourages envloyer% to allow
2 Mt fit', I he nudher
tte—
tributions Irian family members. their employees to take walks
loriller At'llt1) Pate.
Cirandparents are Tim and frienda. neighbors and co-work- during the workday.
ers Signature spa ansors include
In creating what the AuTlefle simina (irk her. %emir II and
Po!t la Pa,e
Kenneth and Murray C.1110V.4., (Minty Hos- lk-An Heart Association calls a
suiamic
and tomtits pital and Corporate sponsors "culture of physical activity,"
include Regions Bank. Parker employeri•can champion good
and I tehhie Cora,
hard. BB& T. tarmly Fitness, heart health while also taking

Brooklyn
Nicole Cope

Dayne Ashton
Coday

Nominations being taken
for Lovey Rayburn Award

%fir and %hs fettle I atlas
tat `swan Road. 1.armingtaan. are
PADUCAH. less
I taut
the parents ad j%OM 11.1% IIC N.11
ton I labs, born on Inesclat. Risers Haut'oral Health Board
is seeking nominations tor the
Sept la. ....tar, at Miura% Cal
2007 laisey Raborn award
I a awas C(411)1.1 Hospital
the baby weighed h pounds
the award is presented annu'
and measured 1't I L' ally to a cituen whose long
br• l'hr mother o
tor
term service and support hate
l hradtari is
trier %UP, Beard
made a sigmla ant contribution
Damien Codas and a sister it in the areas ot mental health.
'Shale; today
inertial retardation, or substance
Cirandparents are lac k and. abuse
%las Heard and Kenny and
flit 20n7 recipient will be
Prim I anitieraon
announced at the board's 41st
Great grandparents
are
annual meeting and employee
I icor eV and 1.i.ww• Heard
recognition dinner on Dec 20,
21107 at the Four Raters ((Ch..% Ilealth. ,rsrpur,ric eatii‘e
the award created in 1977.

Emma Reigh
Ewing

Ir
and Mr•
hia•topher
aim 1. is ing oh %Ma!, 4IC the
parents of J ilaUghlet 1 111111J
Reigh 1-wing. horn on Wearies
l 4. 211(7, at Jack
son Purchase Medical Center.
Slastreld
mother is the
tomer St.usbeth Claaton
Matrinal gtandpments are
Jennifer Dttaher of Paducah
and lornms Claxton of By halia
Vli•s
Paternal grandparents are
Jim and Chen! fame ad Pad
ah

is named an honor of Love!,
Itaburn of Carlisle County who
died while fulfilling a board
of directors term tor the agency
Nominations should 'mitt&
a summary of the candidate's
actisities related to mental
health, mental retardation, or
substance abuse services and
an esplanation Id why the person deserses the award
Nominations should he sent
to Kim Claborn. tour Rivers
Behasioral Health. 425 Broadway, Paducah. KY 52001. The
deadline to receive tionunalions is Nos 6, 2007

Hawkins speaker at East
Elementary School PTA
Donna Hawkins, distinguished practitioner in the col
lege of education at MUTTil!,
State flrusersits, was the speaker at a meeting of the Last
I lementary Sshool ftA
Ilav.kins poe the parents
ariety a.t usetul ideas to
help their children is ith home%soca
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Murray State University's
Center for Continuing Education recently announced the
non-credit course -Line Dancing" The class will teach the
basic 20 steps of line dancing and many of the most popular line and couple's dances
today
All expenence levels, as well
as singles and partners will
benefit in this tun course as
each class introduces students
to a beginner, intemiediate and
couples dance Singles and/or
partners are welcome Instructor Donna Witherspoon, will
have you stomping your feet
in no time during this fun
class
The class will meet five
Mondays. Oct. 1-29 from 6 It 30 p.m. in the Dance Studio of Can Health Building
The tee for the course is $65
per person and includes learning manual The course is open
to the public but space is limited Pre-registration is required.
tor more information. or to
register, contact the Center for
C'ontinuing Education, at (270)
809- )659. or 1-800-669-7654,
extension 1659 or e-mail
omen w nters m urraystate .ed

I To place an
ad call
753-1916

OPEN HOUSE
Donna Hawkins

September 27th
5:30-7:00 p.m.
•

out our brand new center
and meet our staff'
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productivity and healthcare
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Thirty minutes of brisk walking each day can help reduce
risk factors for heart disease
and stroke, Kentucky's number-one and
number-three
killers. For every hour of regular, vigorous physical activity, a person may gain two
hours of life expectancy.
The American Heart Association offers its Start! toolkit
free to companies, along with
MyStart' Online, which allows
people to chart their activities.
Also, the American Heart Association recognizes orgaruzations
that meet "ht-Friendly Company" criteria.
Those who want more infortnation about the Calloway
County Heart Walk may visit
www.beartwalk.org or call(270)
247-3267 For more about
Start!,
isit www.aniencanhean.org/start" www.aniencanheartorg/start or call the %AMC
number
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Special program on Thursday

.

First Presbyterian Church will present a workshop, *Separation Anxiety and Other Predictable Crises of Everyday Life",
on Thursday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. This will be led by Dr.
Lowell Latto and will include information and discussion
about typical family developmental issues that create psychological crises and possible solutions to resolve them. A member of First Presbyterian Church, Dr. Latto is a Liss:I:x:.
1
Mamage/Family Therapist in private practice in Murray.

'See You At the Pole' Wednesday
'See You At The Pole' will be Wednesday at 7:15 a.m,
until approximately 7:45 a.m at the football field at Calloway
County High School. This event will be combined with Middle and High schools. Anyone interested is invited. For more
information call 293-9705.
_

Parent-Teacher conferences Thursday
Calloway County High School Parent-Teacher conferences
will be Thursday from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m at the school. No
appointment is necessary.

SS representative to be at library
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-8(81-772-1213.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
County. Hospital. For more information contact Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1271 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Veterans and families get assistance
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in tiling claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m to noon at the National Guard Armory
at Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kenlucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance:
Walk-ins will be as time permits. For information call 1-877812-0840.

MHS Tiger Backboard Club to meet
Murray High School Tiger Backboard Club will meet Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All parents of girls and
boys playing basketball are asked to attend. For information
contact Coaches Field or Turner.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3 3i) in the guidance office

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southsitle rear door located near
the playground The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned tonight
The Knights of C'olumbus sponsor Bingo tonight from 6:30
to 9 at the budding at 332 Squire Rd, Murray. Funds from
the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
Tops # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet

today at 5 at First
Chnatian Church fellowship hall. III North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30 For information call Tracey at 2275874

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks today from 12:30 to 3 at Cadia Baptist Church,
Cadiz. on Wednesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m. at Hamlin One Stop, Hamlin: on Thursday from 830 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Murray. For information call 762-1348.

Hazel Lions Club plans promotion
of the Hazel Lana Club will be selling light bulbs
and brooms from 530 p.m to dark on Thursday in Murray
and Hazel For information call Hughes Bennett at 498-8124
or Joe Thompson at 492-8424

Artist Exhibition on display
Murrks Art Guticis 2007 Featured Arts Exhihitian is noW
being shown in the communits room of the m iller A nnex. „Id
post office building at Maple and South Fourth Streets. in
downtown Murray. The exhibit will remain open klunng busi•
ness hours through Oct. 3.
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Bush challenges U.N. to advance freedom
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By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House
Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush, breaking his
rule not to talk about presidennal politics, says he believes
Hillary Rodham Clinton will
defeat Barack Obama in the
Democratic presidential primaries.
Bush also predicts that
Clinton will be defeated in the
general election
by
the
Republican nominee.
"I believe our candidate can
beat her but it's going to be a
tough race," the president said.
It has been difficult for Bush
to remain silent about the 2008
president race, despite his promises not to be the "prognosticator
in chief." He has been talking
about the race and handicapping
candidates during off-the-record
chats with visitors to the White
House.
He finally went public with
his Clinton prediction in an
interview for a book by Bill
Sammon, a reporter for The
Washington Examiner.
"She's got a great national _
presence and this is becoming a
national primary," Bush told
Sammon. "And therefore the
person with the national presSen. Hillary Clinton
ence, who has got the ability to
raise enough money to sustain woman for Clinton's rival Sen.
an effort in a multiplicity of Chris Dodd of Connecticut, said
sites, has got a good chance to in a statement: "I can understand
be nominated."
why the president would want
The White House did not Senator Clinton to be the nomichallenge Sammon's account.
nee."
"Frankly, it's difficult to not
On the Republican side, Bush
talk about the '08 election a lot," has expressed surprise that forWhite House press secretary mer New York mayor Rudy
Dana Perino said. -There's a lot Giuliani remains the front-runof interest in it and it does have ner despite his liberal positions
consequence."
on social and cultural issues norShe denied the notion that mally critical to the party base,
Bush was talking up Clinton's according to The Washington
•rospects to energize the Post. It ran a story about Bush's
• eptiblican base against her recent off-the-record chat with
candidacy.
television news anchors and
"The bottom line is, it really Sunday show hosts.
doesn't matter what the presiBush said Giuliani's popular.em thinks about who will win ity was a sign of how important
e Democratic primary," Perin° the terrorism issue is to
.id. "There's going to be a Republican voters, the newspaowdown at the OK Corral and per said. It said Bush cautioned
y'll figure out whose going to against ruling out Sen. John
.• the nominee and from there McCain. R-Ariz., saying he had
he president will campaign vig- managed to revive his campaign
rously for the Republican can- after an implosion earlier this
•idate.
year.
Colleen Flanagan, a spokes-

UNITED NATIONS (API —
President Bush announced new
sanctions today against the military dictatorship in Myanmar,
accusing it of imposing "a 19year reign of fear" that denies
basic freedoms of speech,
assembly and worship.
"Americans are outraged by
the situation in Burma," the
president said in an address to
the U.N. General Assembly.
Now called Myanmar, the Asian
country also is known as Burma.
Bush also urged other nations
to support the struggle for
democracy in Afghanistan, Iraq
and Lebanon.
"The people of Lebanon and
Afghanistan and Iraq have asked
for our help, and every civilized
nation has a responsibility to
stand with them," Bush said.
"Every civilized nation also
has a responsibility to stand up
for the people suffering under
dictatorship," the president said.
"In Belarus, North Korea, Syria
and Iran, brutal regimes deny
their people the fundamental
rights enshrined in the Universal
Declaration" of the United
Nations.
While the United States is at
war in Iraq, Bush made scant
mention of the conflict.
Similarly, he barely mentioned
Iran, a nation the United States
accuses of terrorism, pursuit of a
nuclear weapon and assistance
for insurgents who are killing
U.S. troops in Iraq.
Instead, Bush focused his
remarks elsewhere, challenging
the U.N. to uphold its pledge to
fight for freedom in lands of
poverty and terror.
"The nations in this chamber
have our differences, yet there
are some areas where we can all
agree," Bush said. "When innocent people are trapped in a life
of murder and fear, the declaration is not being upheld. When
millions of children starve to
death or perish from a mosquito
bite, we're not doing our duty in
the world. When whole societies
are cut off from the prosperity of
the global economy, we're all

AP

President Bush addresses the 62nd session of the United Nations General Assembly at U.N.
headquarters today.
worse off."
reform its Human Rights
-Changing these underlying Council, created to replace the
conditions is what the declara- discredited Human Rights
tion calls the work of larger free- Commission. But Bush critidom and it must be the work of cized the new body for ignoring
every nation in this assembly," abuses in places like Iran "while
he said, "This great institution focusing its criticism excessivemust work for great purposes: to 1y on Israel:"
--- free people from tyranny and
"The American people are
violence, hunger and diseases, disappointed by the failures of
illiteracy and ignorance and the Human Rights Council,"
poverty and despair."
Bush said. "The United Nations
Bush looked ahead to a Cuba must reform its own Human
no longer ruled by Fidel Castro, Rights Council."
the ailing 81-year-old leader of
But the president's call for
the communist-run government. change came with the sugges"In Cuba, the long rule of a tion of a deal: the United States'
cruel dictator is nearing its end," support for the highly conBush said. "The Cuban people tentious issue of expanding the
are ready for their freedom. And Security Council, the U.N.'s
as that nation enters a period of most powerful body. Bush sugtransition, the United Nations gested that Japan is "well-qualimust insist on free speech, free fied" to be an additional member
assembly and, ultimately, free and said "other nations should
and competitive elections."
be considered as well."
Bush urged the U.N. to
The council has 10 rotating

members elected for two-year
terms and five permanent members with veto power — the
United States, Russia, China.
Britain and France. Bush said
the United States would listen to
all "good ideas."
Bush singled out Myanmar
for particular attention.
"Basic freedoms of speech.
assembly and worship art:
severely restricted," he said.
"Ethnic minorities are persecuted. Forced child labor, human
trafficking and rape are common.
The regime is holding more
than a thousand political prisoners, including Aung San Suu
Kyi, whose party was elected
overwhelmingly by the Burmese
people in 1990.
"The ruling junta remains
unyielding, yet the people's
desire for freedom is unmistakable," he said.
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.C. Justices agree to
consider constitutionality
of lethal injection usage
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
Supreme Court today agreed to
consider the constitutionality of
lethal injections in the case of
two death row inmates from
Kentucky.
The high court will hear a
challenge from convicted killer
Ralph Haze and fellow death
row inmate Thomas Clyde
Bowling Jr. The two inmates
sued Kentucky in 20(4, claiming lethal injection amounts to

cruel and unusual punishment.
Baze's execution had been
scheduled for Tuesday night. but
the Kentucky Supreme Court
halted the proceedings earlier
this month.
"This is probably one of the
most important cases in decades
as it relates to the death penalty," said David Barron, the public defender who represents
Bate and Bowling.
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Columbia resident caught in middle of Ahmadinejad speech

AP

A;klumbia President Lee Bollinger speaks prior to introducing
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, President of the Islamic Republic of
Iran at Columbia University. New York, Monday

By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — After
days of fierce criticism for giving a forum to Iranian President
Ahmadinejad,
Mahmoud
Columbia University's president
came out swinging Monday.
with his own tough remarks and
was rewarded with resounding
applause
"I am only a professor, who
is also a university president.
and today I feel all the weight of
the modern civilized world
yearning to express the revulsion at what you stand for,"
University
president
Lee
Bollinger said to Ahmadinejad.
"I only wish I could do better."
He also said: "Mr. President,
you exhibit all the signs of a
petty and cruel dictator."
Bollinger and the school have
been attacked for days by politicians who said it was wrong to
give the Iranian leader a platform and by Jewish leaders
offended by Ahmadinejad's
denial of the Holocaust.
On Monday, page-long ads

NEVER
Al
•

appeared in newspapers lambasting the school's decision.
Some state lawmakers said they
would carefully examine any
future funding requests by the
school.
Many students, even those
who planned to protest against
the visit, had defended the
school's
right
to
invite
Ahmadinejad, saying it was an
issue of academic freedom. Still,
many in the audience were
impressed with Bollinger's
forceful remarks.
"('olumbia's reputation was
under attack," said Arash Nia,
graduate student at the school's
Teacher's College. "By giving
that speech he was saying, 'We
invited you, but we don't agree
with what you stand for.' For
Columbia, and the world's
views of Columbia, it was the
perfect thing to say."
The Iranian president did not
address Bollinger's accusations
directly, instead launching into a
long religious talk and cnticism
of American governments.
Some audience members said
Bollinger's speech could have
been more tactful, and suggested
his remarks were so harsh
because he was under pressure
from the Jewish community.
An English student from
nearby Barnard College, Andrea
Bachenofen, said Ahmadinejad
....Vas set up to come aCIVSS
defensively."
"Bollinger's introduction was
an attack and one-sided, and it
biased students' views before he
(Ahmadinejad) could respond."
Bac henofen said.
Protests over the event started last week at the school, but
Columbia refused to cancel the

mitti

AP

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, speaks at
Columbia University in New York, Monday.
speech, which was timed with a moderate or he's been misunAhmadinejad's visit for the U.N. derstood," City Council Speaker
Assembly. On Monday. crowds Christine Quinn said. "The
orum he provided is the issiie.
gathered at the lecture hall
ie and his university gave this
where Ahmadinejad spoke, linking arms and singing traditional hate monger an opportunity to
peak on one of the most prestiJewish folk songs about peace
and brotherhood. Thousands -of--gious stages in all the wortd."
Columbia canceled a planned
people jammed two blocks
across from the United Nations Ahmadinejad appearance last
to protest Ahmadinejad's visit to year, citing security and logistical reasons. Earlier this month,a
the city.
Despite Bollinger's remarks, planned speech at the school by
some stood by their criticism
im Gilchrist, founder of the
immigration
that Ahmadinejad should have anti-illegal
never been given the chance to Minuteman Project, was canspeak.
celed. but that was a decision by
he student group that sponsored
"I
didn't expect
Lee
Bollinger to say Ahmadinejad is the event, not the university

Jacob Sabal. right. argues with Gidon Freidferlig left, over Iranian President
Ahmadinejad s invitation to speak at Columbia University on Monday in New York Sabat
defended the University s decision, and Freidterlig said it should have never been made

WIN A HOUSE!

OPENING OCTOBER 1, 2007
Convenient location with easy parking
, Modern Facility with the latest technology
Expanded services all in one location
) Caring, Compassionate, & Personal Care

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

n

Primary
Care
e
MEDICAL CENTER

Built by Trent Garland Construction
Located in Briarcrest Subdivision, Murray Kentucky
Valued at more than $200,000

(,rand Prize Drawing Held on Fri., Feb. 29, 2008

Tickets are $100 each and
Only 4,000 Will Be Sold!
Purchase tickets for your chance to win this beautiful new
home in the Flriarcrest Subdivision in Murray, Kentucky.
Tickets are available at: BB&T Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calling (270) 753-0317 or go on the web at www.unitedwaymcc.org

The Grand !tome Give-A-Way is sponsored by the United Way of
Murray/Calloway County in conjunction with Trent Garland
Construction, subcontractors, and local businesses.

1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
270.759.9200
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Griffin: Talent is there, production not
MSU COACH LOOIUNG TO TEACH IMPORTANCE OF DOING 'YOUR'JOB
really isn't. You want to get better.
By MICHAEL DANN
Every single game and every single
Sports Editor
There's one question that, as a coach, day you go out and practice."
As it stands, the Racers are workMatt Griffin hates to answer.
Sarcastically, it's one ing on getting better. They're currentof his favorites, but the ly 1-3 overall after last Thursday night's
second-year Racer foot- 48-24 loss to Tennessee Tech in
ball coach will always Cookeville.
Murray State will play host to Jackshy away from having
to debate -is his team sonville State, also 1-3. Saturday at
where he thought they Roy Stewart Stadium at 3 p.m.
would be at the beginMuch has been made of the Racers
and the fact that they have a roster of
ning of the season?"
Grtffln
"There's really no just 13 upperclassmen and 72 underplan to it," Griffin said Monday dur- classmen (48 true & redshirt freshmen
ing his weekly media conference. "There and 24 sophomores). Griffin, however,

is in an all-too-familiar position, much
like he was when he was at the University of Tennessee-Martin two years
ago when the program posted its first
winning record since 1993.
Griffin's measuring stick, his time
at UTM, tells him he has just as much
talent offensively at Murray State than
he did in west Tennessee.
"I don't think in my third year at
Martin we were this good offensively
or this skilled," Griffin added. "That
being said, we're not scoring enough.
We're not as productive as we could

in four games thus far, but have given
up 177 points to the opposition.
At the risk of sounding like a broken record, which Griffin admitted to
Monday — he even went as far as to
say his coaches are beginning to sound
like broken records — the Racers have
to find a way to correct players not
doing "their job."
"We've got one guy not doing his
job. We've got 10 guys doing what
they're supposed to do and it's different guys. There are so many ways to
correct that. To me, the easiest is personnel changes. But you're replacing

The Racers have rolled up 99 points

Lady linksters
wrap up season
at regionals
. Es 7TH;
Celig-FiNi'sH
MHS TAKES 10TH SPOT
Staff Report
Girls' golf squads from both Murray High and Calloway County competed at Monday's First Region tournament at Drake Creek Golf Course in
Ledbetter.
The Lakers finished seventh as a
team and were led by Sofia Hassum,
who shot a 100. Katie Tindell was not
far behind, however, shooting a 101.
E r e Fisher, Summer Simmons and
ky Lee Orr rounded out the Laker
gjOup. shooting 113, 118 and 188 respect ly. Calloway boasted a team score
432.
urray High finished 10th behind
play of Christina Veach, who led
Tigers with a 111. Katrina Olson
..:-..........
.
, 14.,
coach Justin Scott said Veach
aili
.. Olson didn't play their best games.
••"My top two had a struggling round,"
he said. "They made a few decisions
that we're addressing and we won't
rake the same mistakes next year."
* Adrian Hernson shot a 130 and
Samantha Tinsley rounded out the Tiger
pack with a 142.

4

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Vince Youni
is tired of talking about his supposed rival.
ry with Reggie Bush.
Heck, the Tennessee quarterback ever
called up Bush when he needed ticket!
for the game against the Saints.
"He came through for me," Young said
"That was a good deal by Reg. 1 appre

II See GOLF, 2B

winning ways
mits BEATS REIDLAND
IN STRAIGHT SETS
Staff Report
: After winning two out of three
neatches at the Crittenden County Spike
Fest this weekend, the Murray High
volleyball team continued its winning
ways Monday night at Reidland (9-8),
claiming a 24.) victory.
: The Tigers took the first game 2516 and the second 25-17 to improve
to 10-8 on the season.
Caitlin Hemngton led the team with
four kills, three aces, four digs and
II passes completed. Leah Dieleman
ctmtnbuted two kills, four aces, three
•See MSH, 28

•Lady Lakers fall
on road to
MCHS
Fats LOSSES DISTRICT
iNIATCH TO MARSHALS

i

ft Report
/The road wasn't kind to the Cal;
fas County volleyball team last night.
.L they traveled to Marshall ('ounty
.,iii fell to the high-powered Marshals
in two games, 25-13 and 25-18
'
With the loss, the Lakers dropped
4r4-10 on the season with five games
ining.
eats Penick was the high scorer
Calloway with eight points, three
"etc and one kill. Lexie Watson conted five points. a kill and an ace.
nee Denz had three points.

ALEX BRANDON

AP

Tennessee quarterback Vince Young (10) and New Orleans running back Reggie Bush (25) greet
each other after their Monday Night Football game in New Orleans. The Titans defeated the
Saints 31-14

• be
tot. Otesatiall
on the field.
Young threw a pair of touchdown pass.
es and the Titans kept up the surge tha
started last season, beating the winles!
Saints 31-14 Monday night before a Super
dome crowd that showered boos on the
same players who provided such a pick
me-up to the devastated city a year ago.
The Saints (0-3) rallied from an earl)
10-0 deficit, going ahead 14-10 midwa)
through the third quarter on Bush's sec.
ond 1-yard touchdown run.
But Young, just as he did leading Texa..
to an epic win over Bush and Southert
Cal at the 2006 Rose Bowl, brought hi!
team back.
Just don't bring up Pasadena again. Youni
is more concerned with keeping up the
momentum from last year's 8-3 finish aftel
the Titans started 0-5.
"I'm tired of it," Young said of the
continuing link to Bush. "A lot of people
keep trying to make this a rivalry betweet
me and Reggie. I have so much respec
for the guy because of what he does."
While running backs LenDale White
and Chris Brown handled the bulk of the
workload on the go-ahead drive, Youni
threaded a key 10-yard pass to Eric Moulds
who was shoved out of bounds at the
Saints I. White, a teammate of Bush's a
USC, powered over on the next play te
put the Titans (2-1) ahead to stay.
"When it's time for us to get that drive,'
Young said, "I want to do whatever i
takes to win a ballgame."
Drew Brees, who had another miser
able game. got the ball knocked away of
the first play of the fourth quarter, the
second of his five turnovers. Young seize(
on the fumble to drive Tennessee to the
decisive score.
The second-year quarterback complete(
an 18-yard pass to Roydell Williams, rat

RACER VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

Lakers defeat Lone Oak with
two goals in three minutes
twice when the ball struck the cross bar
and once when it hit the post.
Keaton Pierce collected four saves for
the Laken. Lone Oak's keeper had five

Staff Report
Calloway County boys soccer scored
two goals in less than three minutes and
held Lone Oak scoreless in Monday night's
2-0 victory over the Purple Flash at CCHS. saves
With the victory, Calloway improved to
The pair of goals came late in the first
half on stnkes by Joseph Kelly with 10:45 5-7-1 on the season. Calloway took a split
remaining and Blake Manness with 8:19 over the weekend at Hopkins County Cenleft in the half. Kelly's goal was assisted tral's Storm Tournament, beating Todd
by Seth Fortenberry and Manness' was assist- County Central 5-0 but falling to Muhlenberg North 5-2.
ed by Zech Underhill
Lone Oak dropped its fifth consecutive
Though they scored lust two goals. the
Lakers controlled the hall most of the game and fell to 3-9-1 on the season.
game and outshot the Purple Flash 15-8. ; 'The Laker% host Reidland (10-5-1)tonight
Calloway had three other near-miss goals, at 715

Norris named OVC
Defensive Player of the Week
By MSU Sports Information
Junior libero Heather Norris was named the Ohio Valley
Conference Volleyball Defensive Player of the
Week, according to a release issued by the
league office this afternoon.
Norris led the conference this week with an
average of 7.44 digs per game. She repelled a
season-high 33 digs at Eastern Illinois on Saturday and had 17 digs each at Tennessee-Mar
tin on Tuesday and at Southeast Missouri State
on Friday. Her defense bolstered the Racers
Norre
Th
(6-8, 3-2 OVC) to three shutouts against OVC
rivals on the road.
Norris was last season's OVC Defensive Player of the Year.
Murray State completes a four-match road swing at Austin
Peay on Saturday at 2 p.m.
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LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP)- The lop mama
Assoaeled Pieta high
scnooi to:Abell poNs, with first-plece
voles. records Iotal points and previous
rankings

II Me Kantuoicy

- 4.0177
• 5-0148
• 5-0120
4-1 117
3-1 99
- 4-1 59
- 5-0 38
- 4-1 29
10 Lou Holy Cross 2-3 24
Others receiving voles 11 Lynn Camp
21 12 Pantsvile 19 13 Cumberland
17 13 Raceitind 17 15 Jenkins 5 18
Bishop Brossart 2
Class 2A
Rank-School
FlPV RCKI TP Pvs
1 Donnie
1
(9) 4-1186
2 NCC
(5) 4.1172
2
3. Trigg Co
4 Corbin

(S) 54110

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Others reothring 50655: 11 Green Co
28 12 Shelby Valley 11 13, Gisagow 3

The MC United U10 girls soccer team
pions from

the

Wolves

Weekend

brought back the title of tournament cham-

Challenge

held

in

Jackson. Tenn

Sept

14-16.

They faced teams from both Memphis arid Jackson Back row Scott English (assistant coach). Adyson Scott. Paige Stallings. Lauren Eastwood. Maddie Balmer. Courtney Bonn. Meredith Purdom and Head Coach Patrick Armstrong

Front row

Taylor

English. Emma Gal',more. Elizabeth Smith, Jordyn Rowland, Taylor Crouch and Skylar Cox

Ranit-Schoce
1 Beery

Clow 3A
PPM Nod TP

Psi

1 Bell Co

- 4-0 99
7 North WINN
3-2 87
3-2 47
6 licaciicthilla Co
9 Mormon Co
- 4-1 38
10 BMW East
8
- 2-3 31
Others receiving voles: 11 Knox
Central 28 12 Boy* Co 19 13 Lou
Valley 11 14 Franklin-Strripson 10 15
Lou Feudal, 7 IS, Hopkins Co.
Central S. ). Lou Western 2
Class SA
nana-sebocii
FPS Rod TP Pvc
1 richtands
118) 5-0 197
2 Boisthg Green (2) 4-1 170

5-0139
• 5-0135

• Woodiord Co

- 5-0121

6 Johnson Central
7 Lincoln Co
8 Dixie Heights
9 Anderson Co
10 Pulaski Co

- 4-1 64
-3-159
• 2-2 49
5-0 46

tO

4-0 36

5 Lou DuPont Manual • 4-1
3
6 Madison CAntral - 5-0110
7 ScOtt Co
- 3-1 80
8 Lex Lafayette
- 4-1 43

126

9 Lou Ballard
tO
- 3-2 34
10 Lou Fern Creek
5-0 24
Others receiving votes: 11 Boone Co
18 12 Graves Co 10 12. Lou Eastern.
t0 14. MadleonvIlie-Morth Hopkins 7.
14 Roe 7 16 Meade Co 5 17.
elherenee Co. 3.
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Monday's Games
Toronto 4 N Y Yankees I
Minnesota 2 Detroit 0
Baltimore 3 Kansas City 2
Texas 8 L A Angels 7
Tuesday's Games

Oakland !Gaudin 11-121 at Boston
(Schilting 8-8) 605 p m
Minnesota (Garza 4-6) at Detroit
(Bazardo 1-1) 6 05 p m
Toronto (Burnett 9-7) at Baltimore
(Burres 6-6) 6 05 0 m
N V Yankees (Clemens 6-61 at Tampa
Bay (Hamme)2-5) 6 10 p m
L A Angels (Moseley 4-3) at Texas
(McCarthy 5-10 or Wright 3-5) 706
pm
Kansas City (Bannister 12-91 at
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 10-16)
711 pm
Cleveland (Lattey 3-2) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 13-71 9 05 p m
National League Standings

Sunday's Games
NY Jets 31 Miami 28
Baltimore 28. Anzona 23
Green Bay 31. San Diego 24
New England 38. Buffalo 7
Indianapolis 30. Houston 24
Kansas City 13 Minnesota 10
Pittsburgh 37. San Francisco 16
Tampa Bay 24, Si Lows 3
Philadelphia 56. Detroit 21
Oakland 28, Cleveland 24
Seattle 24. Cincinnati 21
Jacksonville 23. Denver 14
Camens 27, Atlanta 20
N V Guests 24 Washington
Dallas 34, Chicago 10

Tennessee 31.!Wow Orleans i4
Sunday. Sept. 30
Chicago at Detroit. Noon
Si Louis at Dallas. Noon
Oakland at Miami. Noon
Houston at Atlanta. Noon
N V Jets at Buffalo Noon
Green Bay at Minnesota Noon
Baltimore at Cleveland Noon
Seattle at San Francisco. 305 p m
Tampa Bay at Carolina 305 p m
Denver at Indianapolis. 3 15 pm
Kansas City at San Diego. 3 15 pm
Pittsburgh at Anzona. 3 15 p in
Pheadelphaa at N Y Giants 7 15 p m
Open Washington. Jacksonville New
Orleans Terweesees
Monday, Oct 1

New England at Cincinnati 730 pm

freshman."
At this point of the season. Griffin has 22
players he's considering redshining. That number could dwindle come Saturday. But Griffin's quandary is simple "Does this make us
better" I don't know.
-You'se got a few of those guys, athletically. that 1 really like But for the last three
weeks, they hayen't been running our offense
and defense They've been running our scout
cards." he explained. "So, do we put them in
a position to be successful?
-There is a little bit of a dilemma, but at

All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct G8
87 69 558 85 71 545
2
82 74 526
5
70 87 44617 1/2
66 90 423 21
Central Division
Chicago
Milwaukee
St Lows
Cincinnati
Houston
Pittsburgh

66 90 423
West Division
W L Pct
88 68 564
85 71 545
84 72 538

Monday's Games
Washington 13 N Y Mets 4
Milwaukee 13 St Louis 5
San Francisco 9 San Diego 4
Tuesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (llity 15-7) at Florida
(W)llis 9-15) 805 p m
Anions (Davis 13-12) at Pittsburgh
(Shied 9-12) 6 05 p m
Atlanta (James /1-10) at Philadelphia
(Moyer 13-11) 605pm
YVashingion (Borgmann 5-5) at N V
Mans (Glavsne 13-8), 6 10 p m
Houston (Paulin° 0-1) at Cincinnati
(Bailey 3-2) 6 10 p m
Si LOUIS (Looper 12-11) at Milwaukee
(swoon 10-12) 7 05 p m
Colorado (Jimenez 4-4) at L A Dodgers
(Penny 18-4) 9 10 p m
Sari Diego (Tornko 4-11 at San
Francisco iCein 7-161 9 15 p m

the same time, there is no excuse for assign
ment mistakes. Not for anyone and not at tht%
point in the season.Part of the problem of missed assignment
is caused by complacency or inexperience at
certain positions. Griffin said. But don't take
him for one who would make excuses. If he

did, he would take the latter.
"We have some great young guys here. We
really do. I like our learn. This IS part of the
process, part of the (caching process. But yoli
evaluate something like this in every prograM,
whether you are winning or losing. It's natural, he it young or old. I also believe that
good enough Just isn't good enough."

From Pagel 18
digs arid 14 pate'. completed_ ('hnstin Gong led the Tigers
in digs with six
Lauren Dieleman set the
pace in assists, with sesen
She also had three aces and
two digs. Taylor Butler made

three kills, two blocks and two
aces. Kathryn Wilson contributed two digs.
Over the weekend. the Tigers
took pan in the Cnttenden
County Spike Fest and claimed
victories over Graves County
14-14) and Union County (813i. but fell to Fort Camp-

From Page 18
II yards and capped the
drive with a I-yard pass to Bo
Scale that put the Titans up
24-14
Young also hooked up with
Brandon Jones on a 35-yard 11)
and finished off an efficient performance 14-4-22 for 164 y Ards
For good measure, he ran three
times for 23 yards.
While Bush scored both ID's
For the Santa, the Tennessee
defame kept him bottled up for
the moot pert. He was held to

Is yards on seven carries and
managed lust 20 yards on his
six receptions. the quick stutter-step that froze so many
defender's a year ago no longer
working
"Obviously it's not the same
as last year." Bush said "We're
ma not playing good football
We've got a lot of wort to do."
No one has more wort to
do than Brett, who led the NFL
in yards pisssing last sea-son hut
can't seem to do anything right
now

for

OS

63 594 72 541
8
79 49415 1/2
88 43624 1/2
89 42925 12

West Division
uittWurgls
laitsnore
mcvwaI
Develaxi

From Page 18
a freshman with a

92
85
77
68
67

01000

bell.
The Tigers beat Graves 21 (23-21, 21-5, 15-3)and Union
2-0 (23-21, 21-11) and lost to
the Falcons 0-2 (18-21, 1821).

The Tigers will be back 6a
the cows tonight as they boie
Graves County at 7:15.

any of Kentucky football play

not base the names of the oththe tournament,

Central Division

Bowl rings

CP; residences
WKYT-TV says at least three
of the rings were taken from
I

Tampa Bay

base been stolen fnim 1 nisei -

two separate

From Page le
'It s then Illfst

Ill aeencosted Pseske mambo., Sr Kentucky ar•
eleittlek pencopole S. the NO school basket
OM pod !how +ono voted toe is. •••••• pee
•
Tones. Tnbu'e Coster The 0.0vocellelareseeneer Damsels Ti. State Journal
merlon Tows Doty Feettepeete Harlon The
Gamines Wendeeson Kentucky Nen E re
olocourenelle t monceon HerekSlowte. The
Co.,.'!owns, Imogene* The lattytorwal
Weevencles °vowed:sore Meakengee Incosente
The Poducel, Sun Aesedechker Ptews
Iii,'... P••••••• The Conwoonereekatth
Jo...snot Koneucky InQ,ss tors tanctuve
VfliCs 1VPS(.

92 64.500
66 577
79 77 506
87 89 429
64 92 410

90

01000

leendey's Game

PPV Nod TP
11.648118•1
I. Leee.
Remo. 1161 5-0 196
(4) 3-1 180
2 Lou. Trimly
3 Lou &Isis
-4-1136
4 Lex Hsriry Clay
3-1 129

BETH

0

030000
0
South

luflalo
kim

2
1
1
1

Others ntheiving voles: II Chrtabain
Co 19 12, Illopickwville 12. 12 Lou
Jellersonlown 12 14 Memo( Co 11
15 Leicher County Central 10 18
Montgomery Co 8 17 Clay Co 5 17
Cow Callsolt 5

Johnson 141 celebrates his team's 42-29 win after the foot-

3

(15) 4-0194
(3) 4-1 171
(2) 5-0 159
4-1 112
5-0102

3 John Hardin
4 GeelonalXXO

Kentucky linebacker MR..tr

oewEgiand

(tie) Paducah Tligh. - 2-3 43
tO
10 Somerset
-3-229
Others
receivIng
votes:
11
lizebethlown 22 12 Pius Co Central
16 13 Webster Co 3 14 Hart Co 2
Clew 4A
Rank-School
FPV Pled TP Psi

3 Warren East
4 Franklin Co
5 Manor, Co
6. Lone Oak

AnWsficall LitilkaUe Standings
AM Times COT
East Division
W L Pet

National Football League Standings
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East

(17) 4-0196
2 Russell
11) 5-0171
3 BreathAt CO
(1) 5-0158
4 Sheldon CU*
- 5-0127
5 Matson Co
- 4-1 106
(I) 2.2 101
• Lou Central
7 %soignee
- 4-1 81
8 McLean Co
• 4-0 43

2 Les Catholic

Confident Cats eager to
prove they're no fluke

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY *753-3415

3

(1) 4-1 136
5 Micidiestiwo
- 3-1 94
4-1 90
8 Prestonsburg
7 Metcalis Co
5-0 71
8 Owensboro Cathoec- 3-2 85
9 Bardstown
• 2-3 47
10 Fon C.ampbea
- 3-2 38

Photo Submitted

Haverstock Insurance Agency

TODAY
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

7 pm
FSN - Ileleareutuee Risrwws as
Louis Cardinals
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INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to d)eck
tie first nsersdn ol tier ads for any
error Munay Ledger 8 Times el be
rasp:rad* for only one incorrect
evert:on, An error should be regal-

2
13
25
28

ed immediately so corrections can
be made.

WO
OW
(0111
036
045
ala
010

coo

100
110
120
130
140
160
'
56
110
166
100

Lope Ale0o.
110
Wilke
ISO
Penerelo
200
Pinemeloi
210
Floemevido Wonted
220
tast And Found
260
14•10 leenerd
270
Posies Worried
200
Owereolic•Deleconi
216
aseineee OppodeoWl
300
Dectronice
326
Correpilere
330
Appliance Porte340
Were To Wry
300
Ankles Fa lisite
370
Arreitencee
310
Howe Fornelvinge
300
Arditoree
410
Lew II Gereen
425

hide 101611•011
*WO 4.4141441
apaelsIMIpmat
Nnuaid
Mid
WAN Moms Lots For See
Mils Home* For Us
IMII• Muss For Went
WM"Name LOU For Ma

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
450
416
650
416
500
510
520
530
560
570

Apeilmals Fer Mara
Mar Fer
Mom Psi ears
Ramp Mak
CaumeaN Prepartg
Ma MOM
IMAM IDAWN

mese*
Lard For MI or Lowe

4.4), CLASSIFIED AD RATES _ALIO
Heel EWEN
Lane Property
Lou For Sere
Lois Fm Rem
Faroe For Sale
&creep
Noose For Sae
troiorcycier AT v
Auto Ports
Soon Uis1t5 V.A...
Used Con
Vane
Used Trucks
Coopers
Boeta & Motors
Services Meted
Free Column
Tobecod I Soppier.

I II ,
I
I

\

$8.23 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
401 Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ads Must Run Within ti Day Period
53.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I I

I

I

$8.23 First Day. 20 words or less. Over 20 words 850 each
Additional Consecutive Days:812 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart
••,
•

DEADLINES

N,I 1

tiondr,

FOWL

Smut Sus
Tau*

Ikt 1 pp.

Fri.11 IL

fiteoesday

Ion 5 p.a.

Ns*
Fnoy

loll p.m.
NI 11 ta

Satunki

nu I p.s.

ottitter

• . •• .

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927

I2
12
12

010

13

060

060
Help Wanted

Enroll your child now!

Help Wanted

Ironing Child Caro

Po

Applebee's Restaurants Waal LLC,•Delaware limited liability company, authorized to do business in Kentucky, having a mailing address of PO Box 155014
Lenexa, KS 66286, hereby declares its intention to apply for a limited
Restaurant License no later than September 17, 2007 The business to be
Licensed is located at 816 North 12th Street, Murray, Calloway County, KY
42071, doing business as Applebee's Neighborhood Grill & Bar Applebee's
Restaurants West LLC is managed by its member, Applebee's Enterprises LILA ,
• Delaware limited liability company The officers of Applebee's Enterprises LLC
are Rebecca R. Thden, Manager, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer, 7504
El Monte Circle, Prairie Village, KS 66208. Can L Stutz, President, 2541 W
118th Terrace, Leawood, KS 66211, and Independent Managers Frank Bilotta,
1611 Sheridan Drive, Neptune, NJ 07753 and Kevin Burns,'24 Fiddlers Green
Drive, Lloyd Neck, NY 11743 Any person, woe-tenon, corporation, or body
politic may protest the granting of the license by writing the Department of
Alcoholic Beverages, 1003 Twilight Trail. Frankfort, KY 40601. within (301 days
of the date of this legal publication

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.

le)
INVITATION TO BID

2
5
2

The City of Murray will receive sealed bide for
Bituminous Asphalt Paving and Milling Bide are to
be marked, 'PAVING and delivered to the City
Clerk's Office by 2:00 p.m local time on Tuesday,
October 9, 2907 Specifications are available at the
City Clerk's Office located at 104 North 5th Street,
Murray, KY 42071 The City of Murray reserves the
right to waive informalities and to rerct any and all
bids

21

GB
3
10
12
15
17
OS
3

• The family of Lucille Johnson -•'
2, Bailey wishes to express our grateful appreciation to all who share
our loss. Special acknowledgements to the staffs of Dr Blalock,
county hospital and Glendale
Place. Also to Sue Outland, Dee
^ Dee Cohoon, and Rey! Jerry Lee. ,
May God bless each ofyou.
T).{91
,
44

Murray

LASER
Center
Law*"Rossi*di
Spider Wks.
Spda,
Skin Rieminsion.

761-4,99
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
Lost me Fowl
FOUND 2 Black Labs
Rd
Crossland
on
Southwest area 7538006

1St.
A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to S36/day
270-443WKUMFS
9004
AVON PT he needed
877-420-8567.
BARTENDER. DAYS 8
NIGHTS 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee
Good pay for the II9ht
person 4 or 5 days a
week. Must be neat in
appoiggriap
Bong
resume in person 11 -6
731-844-3796
BIG Apple Cafe needs
day server. AP* In
person.
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton Is currently
exepting applicabons
for trw following poetgone: Full-ems LPN
oller axnpeotrve
wages end an excel-

ALL
ci

lent bens* Package
Must be liosneed in the
Stele of KiallucKY
'Apply In person at
• BrIgheven of Benton
2007 Mein Street they
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOFJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS

BRITTHAVEN
ci
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competitive wages arid
an excellent benefit
package Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
tell our classifieds
webrgle at
rnurrayledgerecen.
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local ph
listinp will appear on
this website
However, as a national
%venue, nor all listings
on the iobnetworlicom
are placed Mough
the Murray Ledger
a Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ion listings Thank
S
Production
FT
Pico
Assistant
is
LLC
Products
accepting applications
for a qualified person in
our graphics department produang trade
displays
show
skills
Computer
required, and a very
basic knowledge of
graphic
terminology/graphic
concepts Ptiotoshop
Al No 4 year degree
needed Send resume
to Pico Products, P0
Box 363, Murray. KY
42071 Or
info0pliCOCKoduchl Co
FT Seise Rep. Comm
saes. quelleed leads.
Send resume to Paco
Products. LLC, P.O.
Box 363. Murray KY
42071
or
ameM
infoOpecoProffuct• co
FULL OR PART lime
housekeeping. Murray
Rum Lodges API* in
person after 7:00PM
onN.

FT/PT
TWO
(2)
Customer
Service
Representatives needed Basic computer
skills a must and excellent phone skills/voice
needed Above average hourly rate plus
commission
Send
resumes to
Peco
Products, P0. Box
363, Murray. KY 42071
Or

Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls

into0pecoproducts co
position
FULL-TIME
available for LPN or
Certified
Medical
Assistant with clinical
experience in a busy
family practice setting.
Monday-Thursday.
Benefits
package.
Apply by resume only
with references to
Richard H Crouch,
MD
300 South 815 Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071
MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring customer
service
representatives, Must be able to
work any shift. Retail
experience preferred,
but will train the fight
person Please apply in
person at any of the
fothving locations: 2185
US Hwy. 641N, 1302
Main St.. or 506 N. 4th
St. EOE
MOTORCYCLE
mechanic needed. Call
270-382-2444 for interview.
National Properly
Management
Company is seeking a
full time Assistant
Manager with bookkeeping experience
•Orug Free Workforce
'Background
Screening 'Benefits
'Equal Opportunity
Employer Please fax
resume to (270)7593005
NOW baking apt:Muttons for ell posItions
end all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone cells.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional Journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professoriat painting experience Position includes
pian including
bone
Health, Retirement
paid vacations To
mg* cell 753-6895 A
leave voice message'
No walk in applicant,
&coveted. The comp.,
opportt
ny •an
ney employer.
PART-TIME
Office
Assistant at local CPA
Ann. Busy phones,
attention to detail, good
people skills. professionalism and confirequired
dentiality
Reply to P0 Box
1040-W, Murray, KY
42071.

illegt&Claim
WILL clew houses
Please cal 293-61106

available for ages 2 - 10 years
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.
Contact director at

090
Daiwa& 8 Childcare

150
Articles
For Sale

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
ROOM For Me To
Grow 2
"A Division of Room To
Grow Preschool'
Open House: Sept 27,
5:30-7:00. 404 N 4th
St., Suite G. 761-6811.
Accepting enrollment
ages 0-3.
WILL babysit. Great
references. 270-2934984
WILL clean houses
Flexible hours 314348-1738
WILL do caregiving in
your home. Clean.
cook, laundry, and
whatever needs to be
done. Will also consider live in sirith 2 days
off, 15 years experience. Have reference.
Janet 270-873-2148

MENA COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759_3556
110
Want to Bey
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S corn
& pocket knife collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 1215,
Murray

GOOD

used
electric ranges.
gas heaters. air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used camel
wig. 753-4109

Check us out
on the Web'
WILMUffitilltiljef.00f11

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person,
lots of jets. digital,
ozoneator water fall,
cover, retail $7 300.
must
sell
$3.600
(573)300-1031
12X24 storage building
w/front porch. New.
$3,900 firm. 492-8222
31" Sony Vega flat tube
TV. $500. Call 2939807
BOWFLEX Power Pro,
$300 or make offer.
Home Theater system
with surround sound,
$50 or make offer. Call
227-8379
BRAND new Maytag
portable dishwasher.
Never used. $300 firm.
Excellent
condition
Amson ladder deer
stand, $100 firm 7614155
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
COMPUTER and monitor,
Dell
2003
Dimension
4550
Series, Intel Pentium 4
Processor at 2.0 GHz,
$120. 270-759-8082

809-3899

Midas
For Ile

Calloway County
-ictorial History &
Family FilStor,,
Books
759-4938
753-2350
HOVEROUND MVP-4
power wheelchair. Like
new. New batteries.
270-293-4721
PRIME LOCATION! 2
crypts
at
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel
level
2
(479)750-4811
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming w/HD upgrade
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO
&
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. 55 00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale. 227-7352, 7534582
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell Teeeli

753-9075
(270)227-2193
Appilawes
FRIGIDAIRE Gallery
Super Capacity Heavy
Duty washer & dryer
Work great Less than
2 years old. $395 080.
270-293-4721
GE side-by-side refrigerator, 21 cult., ice
maker, almond color,
$175. 227-7708
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCOs. Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

6' boxblade, used 1
yr* $300 cash 4354714

‘ol. Tv

I, I)

(270) 753-1713
Wire&

ES2
Muskat
WINTER upnght piano
condition
Good
Excellent starter piano.
$800. 270-753-5549
1 70

MOWN Hares For We
14X65 mobile home
28R and 2 full bath,
central heat & air In
Murray city limits. Cali
293-3828

2003 Clayton 16x80
3br. 2ba, vinyl siding
shingle roof, extra nice
k270)489-2525

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS available for
first time home buyers
Zero down, your land
or family land. Ends
10/15/2007. 731-5849109
HARDIN, 14x60 2/B
wrtireplace,
C/H/A,
$3,500. 1982 Chevy
truck, $500. 256-5205675
NEW 38R singiewide
on 1 acre lot, move-in
ready. no
rentals
(270)978$51.500
0921

2BR 1BA mobile home.
12x72,
furnished.
Weekly $90. monthly
$350. Plus security
deposit. No pets. Water
& trash included. 166
Rolling Acres Ln, 7536558
NICE 28R trailer No
pets. 753-9866

riPi

esreesnts For Rent

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109
1 -BR Small kitchenette, all utilities fur
fished, no pets.
Aurora KY Call 4742202
1BR, various locations,
$200-S300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

2BR 1I3A, all appliances,
C/H/A.
641/Northwood. 270753-0259
2BR bnck, w/d hookup,
carport, patio No pets
$355 a month 753
6931 or 293-6070
28R Duplex 1302
Valleywood 5425/mo
293-7738 293-1446
28R duplex. nice,
CAVA, appliances furnished Vanous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
28R.
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood. no pets.
S475/month « deposit
753-0919
38R with appliances.
central arr. 5 minutes
from MSU, 121 North
$375/mo. + deposit.
Call after 4:00. 7533560
aBR 2BA. all appli
ances. central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
NICE 28R duplex
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Ii1kt'
I hi IL2111

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

SII\\
)
11111,2 s• 'ii',

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

N'
. ;110

-135-4478 • 2111-8488

Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1r

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units

'99 Fleetwood 16x70
28R 2BA, very pnvate
one acre lot, Lynn
Grove area, all appliances. $45,000 or furnished
$52.000
(270)293-8933

fill.
It,

1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

rT

150

On the Wino, Murray

SONY CR %NI)‘VECA 60"
Ill) Jfl

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

Or E-mail
connie scarborough4murraystate.edu

FEATHERLITE
aluminum flat bed for a 1
ton truck $1,000 20
gooseneck w/ramps
$1,800 4 x8 utility trail437-4295.
er. $300
227-6611

NEW pool table, never
used. 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, fen,
acc. package. retails
selling for
$4.500
must
$1,500.
sell
(573)300-1031

AVAILABILITY

Available
•Alow Have
Climate Control

753-3853
Houses For Rent
SOUTH WOOD con
domlnIums. All spoil
&noes Included. 767
9948.
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R 1425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 28R Duplex apt
on Northwood Dr
All appliances including
washer & dryer. $450
753-5992
NICE clean 2BR apartment. 1413 Hillwood
Lease. deposit
No
pets. $400 month. 7670884. 226-9566
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $3325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
Houses For Rent
1BR in county Lease &
deposit No pets 7530728. 994-3308
2. 3 & 48R houses
Lease
&
deposit
required. 753-4109
1BA,
newly
28R
remodeled, no pets.
415 S. 10th, $425
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$750 month 759-9046.
978-3953
28R. 1-1/2 bath, all
appliances, no pets
references & lease
required. Call 7537522
38R 1.58A, immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fairlane Dr $795 per
month 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4802

38R only $238 Pe
month. 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891
38R, 1-1/2BA, S.W. of
town, large yard,
garage door opener,
appliances, $750/mo
deposit, references
NO PETS. 753-7920
NICE 48R 2BA an
appliances. hot -tub,
fenced in backyard.
Call
Cornerstone
Realty and Rental 270761-7355

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

BO U S FORAGE
AVIIIABLE
55 0.
270-759-4874

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Prop For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnrne location 753-2905. 2931480
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area. Over
8,800 S.F Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business. Has parking
lot. central h/a, and
security
system
1 ,800/mo 270-2939349

Shepherds from
Hickman Kennels
38R 2BA. 3 miles Puppies and adults
Murray German import pediof
south
$575/mo. references grees. great for workAvailable October 1st ing, protecaon,
753-1221 after 5:00.
excellent quality pets
3EIR 213A, hardwood 731-352-2694 731floors. $450 month. No 415-1846
pets
270-293-4602. FREE to a good home:
Friendly 1-1/2 year old
270-435-4602
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
38R foreclosure Buy mix. Cali 752-0299
for only $19,990 For
CKC purebred Boston
listings 800-560-1951
Terrier puppies. $350
eat S021
436-5569

-
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Noroscope

Fa Sale
AKC registered Week?
Corgi small puppet
Jack Russel Tamer;
small. 8 Australian
Shepherd Bkei Mertes
farm mood wormed 8
shots Judy Turner
(6181499-1282
(618,672-4778

ININILDIA1 I
10L11411 HILLII I
silt soul hole.
in 7(13%0
1e1. 411% 4.
eft

Looking for a starker
horne or a retirement
home in Hardin? This
28R IBA would be perfect 2-car garage. sunoorn fenced back
yard new doors and Mt
windows 143,900 00
CENTURY 21 SOUTHERN
HERITAGE,
Margaret !,.,ey 1270n
205-5486

DOG Obedience
436-2858

wrralp '.der' haw. I att
lisomag 4.1 Nadu.
tval emair ad‘arbatai
wawa fa it* 1,4vad .
J.t •ha 11
.01hI atharlar
pora-•
Itinitathe, 41UTI/1.1,
rria
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NEW
116
FSBO.
Thoroughbred Drive.
Murray Estates 48R
2 SBA. breakfast room
family room
Floor
hardwood. Ole. carpet
Nice, priced to sell
753-3985, 293-9747.
752-0624
THREE bedroom lake area central heat
and air Only
134.900 Just now on
the market CENTURY 21 Lorena Jobs
HEALTOIlS
753- 1492 Ask for
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BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel.
Mate rock
436-2113
Dow work A Track
hoe
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MEMBERSHIPS RENEWED

Jacqueline Blear
HAITI

HMI

for

Wednesday..Sept. 26, 2007:
You often feel between and
betwixt, even more so this year.
A Full Moon on your birthday
implies many choices. Avoid
looking at situations as either-or.
BROWN'S
Garage You will
be happier if you eye
Doors
them and see how you can incorSores. service 8 repair
seeming
opposites.
Call 573-895-2130 or porate
Openness and dynamic thinking
573-421-8413
can only enhance your life.
CATHY'S
Walipapering. Painting. Single or attached, you might
Cleaning 270- 227add to your home life, and find
6606 731-498-8904
your life far more personable
and happy. If you are single. you
OLamb
na
might be ready to nestle in. Be
honest: How much is it caring
Cohn delseatins,
that is pushing you toward somesaint amps/
one, and how much is it need? If
saaseas.
•ps.
you are attached, you might pur(111021HISS
Photo provided
tenenamme
chase a second home or renovate McNutt Insurance, Inc, Charier Member of Town and Gown, has renewed membership with the
your present digs. ARIES often Murray State University Partnership. Pictured, from left. with Kim Gnffo, Coordinator for
NADEAU'S
challenges you.
Advancement Sennces is Greg McNutt, Martha Harper, Mike Young, Dina Heam, Glenda
Construcdon
*Flooring *Decks
Anderson, Lee Farris, Dan McNutt and Tommy Waggoner Implemented in 2003, the Town and
*Vinyl siding •Ail
The Stars Show the Kind at Gown
Partnership is an initiative that was developed to strengthen and foster the community
Home improvements
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
and business partnerships with Murray State University. Through this program, Town and
(270)978-2111
4-PosillVe; 3-Average. 2-So-so;
Licensed Insured
Gown members are able to interact with the university in various ways that include participatI -Difficult
ing
in forums, serving on advisory committees or focus groups on Town and Gown issues as
OHM 8811101/84
well as provide community guidance and suggestions to Dr Randy Dunn and the MSU
D-6 H 12 ft woe
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
chewing tence rows
**** By midday, you feel and Administrative Council. For additional information
contact Kim Griffo, MSU Office of
undertrushing ponds
live your power The Moon in Development
.(270) 809-4415 or km.gnflo murraystate.edu
waterways
sign
your
gives
green
the
you
79 Yrs ezPersince

light Work on a project that
might be important Your fiery
--ways could be focused on
DAVID'S
Cleaning greater security and happiness
Service All external Tonight As you like
cleaning Vinyl. fences
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
etc (270)527-7176
*** As the day gets older, you
ONJ HANDYMAN
might want to center on a perWe do all the odd lobs sonal matter If you need to take
you don't have time
some time off from the world, do
so Conversations become aniPainting siding roofs
mated as the day progresses
decks
Clearly you and others see situa2`41-5438
tions differently Tonight Allow
your imagination to go haywire
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Possessiveness comes
forward You might want 10
$aw lleetimigin Oil *.ac
rethink a decision about your
IMO/Stow •faiinors 0.1.1.1
14:ria
& taut,
home and security Don t get into
ism(
rt
SOO r.ek
trivial or petty matters Eye the
270-227-2664
big picture and you will make
,4 „
excellent choices, because you
Service
are you Tonight Where the
Trimming
removal crowds are
stump grinding, tire
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
wood Insured 489
**or* You might want to rethink
2839
a situation and gel down to the
root of a problem Your ability to
HALL'S WASTI understand
and
see
is
MANAGEMENT •i,hanced You'll like what occurs
you relax Listen to what is happening
with
friend
a
7594151 • 733-2;183 Communication is starred
Tonight A must appearance
293-2784
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•
***** Reach out for others at
a distance You might want to
rethink a situation more carefully
boii
Listen to your instincts and follow
repaii & yard %sort.
through on what you think is
Semot hien&
important Push could come to
with
communication
-53-4344 • 22--:4144 shove
Tonight Hang out and do
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
MITA& OF
***it Be sensitive to spending
MURRAV
as well as what you can and can6" Continuous Gutters,
not do Though you might have
Garage Door Service
the best intentions and key
Raper
goals events could splatter the
Ofnlef Greg Mansfield
results Start conversations with
1271II 293-8480
an eye to pursuing your goals
MILLS 8 Son
Tonight Let someone else treat
Pressure Washing
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
vinyl wood brick SKI- **a* You have your hands full
Ong concrete decks 8 juggling Listen rather than react
TOM
Even if you have the best inten270-227-6160
tions problems could arise.
Know when to he back Right
NEED HELP? now others want
to please you
I lands man 'seri wee
Let it happen Tonight Say yes
All remodeling
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
lob too small
ir You might want 10 try someFree estimates,
thing very different when han(731)247-3001
dling a hot or brewing situation
(731)363-3511
Be careful What you most fear is
likely to happen So dispel fear
Si‘I‘IONN'S
and work with a day-to-day situaII %NM ‘N tion wisely Tonight Early to bed
Greg Rearm

011.01.

11ihi t 111)1 %I•
ii) I ocalion.

s

t•

270 76 I Hit 1

ATY's
REDUCED
price'
2003 Victory Cruiser
1.507 cc s/92 cubic
inches 9 000 miles
new tires Lots of
extras 47.800 Call
70h-7592
4110
Auto Ms

hasp

USED TIRES

43 acres tor sale by
owner 30 acres ter.t
able. 13 acres in lir,
her 978-0505
436-2051

14 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

to 295 acres West
ailoway
Rossrbe
wr,er fivancing 489
.tab leave message

EIC,HTE EN Acres
T r ree bedrooms • barn
lug cabin pond
Owner wants your
offer $134921 CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
REAL TORS 753-1492
Aarktr
e •GtiOR

[
11
1L
7
- 14,
OWNER
.INANCING'''
405 S 5th St 3814
18A. 12000 dor,
$395 month 753-222;

WING*
1002 Kia -Optima LX
95.000 mr 6 cyf . AC.
AT. PS PW PI Runs
good $3 990 OBO
270-293-4721
used Traria
02 Ford F-1643
birtimoretir. beige.
71,000 moos V8
$12.0012 '12701346
2505

a

I
Poritr.-i
,boat 759'
I m

110 A'-.h St,
,
18A
Pmts
Wow $300/1110 kir

qualified buyers
71#4181•3744742
227 Jones St . Purv.
FN 36I58Al400
so ft
recently carremodeled
ver/leer
931 627 0761
931-627 1026
3001 1 513A bncli home
Immaculate move in
condition
$114 900
1116 Filename
270 293 4602 or
• 270-435-4602

4-6,:arOO•yrtf-ricii, 2
bath. CASA. on 2 tots
4165.000 Other list
09s 41
alltheMistings corn
(77017534109
BRICK home for sate
by owner 3 bedrooms
2 lull baths central
he and co as needy
remodeled 800 N
I 7th
St
Murray
1198 500
770.767-9926

•
. Mita( HOME under
.150.0001, Great slimmer
home or rillitemertt
home Manion 21314
BA, Hardwood aoor
LP and bedrooms
Storage room mew
stooge budding out
149 900 00 CENTURY 21 SOUTHERN
HERITAGE
Margaret Ivry
1270/ 205-5486
tECUT1V't
Welly unique design
*eh m amends* I
acre wooded lot
itipsecement cow
4503 000 • see pri
$316.000 by owno,
127017S196116
F001 Sswataeree-7-3130.
2111A isketront property
• dock. 2-1,2 car
4*,14114 ine8111270 759•11048.
270- VS 3863
FOREaoSURE'
nedy $19910 For %Ingo SOO-SOO-1981 wit
S020

LAM
•
LAWN %LEVU_
Mowing, kitankurwiy„
lands( spring &
teat Vat innoinit
Salisilactioe igsiotanlooil

753-11114 727416t1
YOUR AD
COULD 81
HERE FOR
ONLY $71.00
A MONTH
CALL 713-1916

Hill Electric
24

HOUR

•iiirvice

I
-5.11 puha hi,

•

753-9562
436-2867 Lanvitis
Professional Tree
Seneca Complete tree
remOvile etc Insure
436 5141 A-AFFOi
ABLE Hauang
not garages gutters
tun& & tree work
A 1 Jo.; Mame
repair peck-up. dekv•
airy 436-2887
AlShinji Removal
Fully insured 437
3044
AAA HANDYMAN
Al trees of carpentry,
additions decks
Haukng. dean up junk
Garage yards
budding*
Prompt *operant*
Tree siehmairei.
35 yrs ovarian(a
MOMS 75.3 9210
AUAIIcE AtPAIR
senvice a PARTS
127G, 293 8726 OP
750-6534

A .1
Mitchell Bre.
Pining
7$9.05411
T53-15.47

ItAV IS
ASI'HALT
Patine. •*
A llaeline
1111•%
I-

270-75X2279

•878-)934371*

FREE
ill01.1fl•

JOE'S JOBS

‘101(I•
I lilt 151151‘11%
270-519-8570
st I with elderly. COMhouse ebeenng
10 YO4Irs experience
Have references 270489-6123
270-2274403
artg &

011me
TRENCHING
731-732-3961
731-336-5288
Food Plot
Consultants
•Cmer and Turkey
*Custom planting
*Soil testing
*Leung and Fertezing
*Spraying
*Beck:ling we. Design
and Construction
*Weak Trees and
Shrubs Available
12701293-551ittisys
498-8950dvenengs
YE/WRY-7
S
Tre•
Service
Free *be*** Phone 4382562. 227-0267

egb ihm
FREE puppies to a
good noire 227-2424

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-0.e.
21)
**Is** Knowing what you

want usually helps you zero in on
precisely that Please note all the
scattering of energy Friends and
loved ones mean well though
easily you could be on overload
Think positively Tonight People
want you to appear You have no
choice
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You might want to try a
leap of faith Understand what
might be happening with a boss
and/or family member Your
hands will be full juggling

Investigate and listen to feedback as you reach for the stars
lbraprit Aim high
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Work with someone
and be clear You will see a situation far differently given effort
and energy You could misty be
overwhelmed by news and suggestions Tonight Visit with pals
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might need to do
Ilornethong very differently There
IS no time like the present
Investigate alternate ways of
hanclkng your finances You will
be a lot happier with the results
Think positively and the end
Mulls will work Tonics.* Plug in
your conservative side

BORN TODAY
Vocalist Julie London (192€
actress single ()kyle NewtonJohn (1948) tennis champion
Serena Williams 1 1981)
•••

Photo provided

Town and Gown Charter Members Bill and Kathy Kopperud. and Kopperud Realty Agents,
renew membership and are shown with Town and Gown Coordinator Kim Gnffo. Through this
partnership, business members are able to interact with the university in venous ways. For
more information, contact Gnffo at 809-4415.

Wickliffe Mounds State
Historic Site commemorates'
1932 excavation on Oct.6
WICKLIFFE.
Ky.
Wickliffe Mounds State Historic
Site will commemorate 75 years
of history with a special exhibit
and presentation on Saturday.
Oct. 6.

October marks the 75th year
that the mounds were first excasated in 1932 by Paducah businessman. Colonel Fain W. King.
He first named the site the "King
Mounds- and opened the excavations up to the public and
developed a tourist Attraction
known as the Anoent Buned
City.
Who was Fain King and what
were his motives? There are
very few archaeological field
note. of the excavations occurring in the 1930s. but what
information exists will be presented at I p.m with a special
guided tour of the mounds, the
historic features and the life of
Fain King
The public is invited to this
program And a special invitation
is extended to Anyone who personally knew 1-am n King iuid his

wife Blanche or who worked at the public, thanks to the contriAncient Buried
City or butions of volunteers, Kathy
Wickliffe Mounds in the past. Lyons and Wallace Swan of
We ask for these people to share Murray, who will be recognized
their personal stories of the during the event.
Kings or the Ancient Buried
Wickliffe Mounds is the
City or Wickliffe Mounds with archaeological site of
a prehisus and we will record them as toric Native Amencan
village ei
oral histories of this site. These the
Mississippian
mound
75 years of tounsm history at
builders. Located on a bluff
Wickliffe Mounds are bound to
overlooking the Mississippi
have interesting stones to record
nver, the village was occupied
for education and posterity.
from about AD 1100 to 135(1
There have also been
improvements for current day The park also has picnic are*
visitors. The Welcome Center and a gift shop.
The park and museum will be
was recently renovated and several projects helped to improve open 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Gaiend
the park. which was previously admission fees are $5 for adults
operated by Murray State and $4 for children ages 6-12.
University until it was taken For more information. contact
over by the Department of Parks Wickliffe Mounds State Historic
Site at 270-335-3681.
in 2004.
The park is located in die
The park currently is showing an exciting new exhibit of a Wickliffe community about 31)
rare and unique artifact found at miles west of Paducah, on higlt
Wickliffe Mounds in 1994. A ways 51-60-62 west, near thr
painted floor feature from the confluence of the Mississipp)
Mississippian penod. called a and Ohio nvers.
Suncircic. is now on display for

Attention
Football Fans!
Look for our
Football Preview Pages
the day before each home game.
Pages will be published as follows

CCIII
Oct 18 - Wolin Gwen
Nov 1 - &WAS CO

hiS1J
Oct 4- Ulan City

Oct 18 - liedkrid

Sec4 28 - Jac*
Oct 12 EasierOct 26 - Eastern koluCkY
Nov 16 Austin Deny

COMICS/ FEATURES

Tuesday,September 25, 2007 • SB

IfooldngBack
10 years ago
• Published is a picture of Vidal
fgatinga Pacheco, farm worker,
ecking his row of tobacco for
likkers as he worked on the Carraw ay farm on Poor Farm Road
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Piunck Haney and Scou Kelits, two seniors at Calloway County; High School. have received
the Otis A. Singletary scholarship by the University of Kentucky. Lexington.
7: Births reported include a girl
Sherry and Mickey McKenty,
%opt 20.
20 years ago
• M.C. Garrott writes about
and Solon Daniell in his
kilumn. "Garrott's Galley."
Births reported include a boy
to Kevin and Laura Winchester,
Sept. 7; a boy to Lisa and Robert
Rudolph. a boy to Amy and
Michael Rose, a boy to Angie
and Michael Hall, a boy to Vanessa and David Conner and a boy
to Marilynn and Steve Cherry,
Sept. 18. a girl to Glenda and
Benny Adair. Sept. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Oakley
are today. Sept. 25, celebrating
their 50th wedding anniversary.
3e years ago
Published is a picture of Kim
Wallis standing in front of a combine he almost lost off a wooden bridge on Squire Holland Road
tiliat cracked as he drove across.
Csounty officials said the road
be closed until early next
week. A county road crew retrieved
the 550,000 machine from off the
wucture. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Lowell Atchley.
•: Mary Ryan, principal of
*Robertson and Carter Elementary
Schools. was speaker at a meettag of the Robertson School PTA.
Murray High School Tigers
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Aspirin causes
frequent bleeding

lost 42-0 to Heath in a high
school football game.
40 years ago

Betsy McClain was the 7.000th
student to register for classes at
Murray State University since it
opened in 1927.
M. Ronald Christopher will
begin practicing law in Murray
With Wells Overbey under the
name of Overbey and Christopher. He is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky School
of Law.
Rev. T.A. Thacker. pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church, spoke
about "Decay of Christian Religion" at a meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
50 years ago
Army Pvt. Richard P. Booth
has completed the second phase
of a six month tour of active
military training under the Reserve
Forces Act program at Fort Knox.
Lone Oak Primitive Baptist
Church in Calloway County will
hold its annual homecoming on
Sept. 29 with the pastor. Arlie
Larirner as speaker.
Shirley Murdock and Pat A.
Shackelford were married Sept.
15 at Williams Chapel Church of
Christ.
60 years ago
KA. Dixon will be speaker
at a gospel meeting at the Murray Church of Christ. Maple and
South Sixth Streets, Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Sampson Schroader, Sept. 13; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Sept. 14;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gordon. Sept. IS; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Broach and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce McDougal, Sept. 18; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Wildy Berry, Sept. 20.

DEAR ABBY: My friend
and I read your column often
and usually agree with your
advice, but we could not disagree more with your response
to "Definitely Not Your Ma'am
in South Carolina" (July 14).
She's the woman who feels
that being
addressed as
"ma'am" is
derogatory
because she
thinks it's a
derivative of
"mammy,'
and another
way
of
Dear Abby keeping
women in
their place.
By Abigail
You told
Van Buren
her she was
mistaken -- that 'ma'am" is a
contraction of the
word
"madam," and an often regional form of respectful address
to an adult (usually married)
woman. Well. Abby, we do
not consider "ma'am" a term
of respect!
Of course, in theory, the term
is respectful. But notice how
men have been given one "agefree" form of address ('sir')
that follows them from age 9
to 90, while women are
addressed according to their
age. Most of the women we
know, regardless of geographic location, loathe that moment
they are forced into "ma'am
land." -- DON T MA'AM US
EITHER
DEAR DON'T MA'AM US
EITHER: Some of my read-

In 1493. Christopher Columbus set sail from Cadiz, Spain,
with a flotilla of 17 ships on his
second voyage to the Western
Hemisphere.
In 1775, American Revolutionary War hero Ethan Allen was
captured by the British as he led
an attack on Montreal.
In 1789, the first U.S. Congress adopted 12 amendments to
the Constitution and sent them to
the states for ratification. (Ten of
the amendments became the Bill

of Rights.)
In 1890, Wilford Woodruff,
president of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, issued
a Manifesto formally renouncing
the practice of polygamy.
In 1919, President Wilson collapsed after a speech in Pueblo.
Colo., dunng a national speaking
tour in support of the Treaty of
Versailles.
In 1956, the first trans-Atlantic
telephone cable went into serv-

odayinillstory
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Sept. 25,
'he 268th day of 2007. There are
47 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago. on Sept. 25.
3957, nine black students forced
lo withdraw from Central High
School in Little Rock. Ark., because
of unruly white crowds were escorted to class by members of the
U.S. Army's 101st Airborne Division.
On this date:
13/\E3 V 1E31_

SiC

6rum tdonploG
b000 0,47

era agreed with you. However, responses were based on
geographic location and service in the military. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: You should
have pointed out that "ma'am'
is the equivalent of "sir," and
in the military it is not Just a
courtesy, it is mandatory when
a member is addressing a
female of higher rank. I'm proud
to be a ma'am! -- SHARON
BIV INS, M.D., SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

DEAR ABBY: It's ironic
that "Definitely Not Your
Ma'am" considers it rude to
be called ma'am, since the

term derives from "madam,'
which in turn derives from the
French "ma dame" -- which
translates in English to 'my
lady." Therefore, and I'd say
this is true north of the MasonDixon line as well as south
of it -- to be called "ma'am'
is as close as anyone in the
U.S. can get to being referred
to as royalty. -- R. WEINAPPLE, MENLO PARK, CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: Thank God
for people like Dear Abby,
who is educated enough to
recognize idiots when they're
present.
My mother would turn over
in her grave if I addressed a
lady by her first name. I
answered "ma'am' to the first
woman in my life -- my mother. I don't think that respect
can be any more sincere than
love for one's mother. If "Definitely" doesn't like the tradition in the South, then she
should move. It seems that the
younger generation is no longer
respectful to anyone -- including themselves. -- TRUE
SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN
DEAR ABBY: If "Definitely" is miffed about being
addressed as "ma'am," then
maybe we should start referring to each other as "hey
you."
A word of advice to "Definitely," who thought she knew
what "ma'am" meant. A dictionary is a fine tool to consult before putting your opinions in writing for the world
to see. On the other hand, failing to do so certainly makes
for amusing reading. -- ANNIE
PHILLIPS,
HUNTSVILLE,
ALA.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van
Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••
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To order "Host to Write
Letters for All Occasions,"
send a business-sized, selfaddressed
envelope,
plus
check or money order for $6
(U.S. funds) to: Dear Abby
- Letter Booklet, P.O. Box
447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447. (Postage is included in
the price.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I realize as people age their skin

wife insists it is OK to allow
our cat to finish the cereal in
her bowl every morning. 1 say
it is not sanitary for us humans.
Who is right?

and capillaries become fragile. My concern, however, is
for my father. He is in his
tnid-80s and in good general
health, but whenever he sustains
an
abrasion,
usually on
his
forearms,
he
seems
to
bleed longer
than what I
consider
normal.
I
apply a pressure bandage and one
By
Dr. Peter Gott hour later
can still note
fresh blood seeping through
before it finally will clot. He
is on a low dose of blood
pressure medication (his BP
isn't that high without it, about
150 to 160 over 80). He also
takes an 81 milligrams aspirin
every day. I think he should
cut back on the aspirin. What
do you think? His recent CBC
was normal.
DEAR READER: Aspirin
therapy slows blood coagulation and is probably the cause
of your father's tendency to
bleed after slight trauma. He
could certainly stop the aspirin
if approved by his physician.
To give you related information. I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Consumer Tips on Medicine" and
"Blood — Donations and Disorders." Other readers who
would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 FOR EACH
report to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My

DEAR READER: If your
wife washes her cereal bowl
thoroughly after sharing it, I
see no health risks. So, on
this issue, I'll have to support
your wife's contention.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
partner has a problem with her
nose. She has been diagnosed
with a hole in her right septum, and she is sniffing constantly. She gets a lot of weird
looks from people, and it's
hard to listen to all night. Her
doctors keep telling her that

the hole is too big for a "button" repair and all they give
her is a nasal solution and saline
sprays that obviously don't
work. Can you make any suggestions?
DEAR READER: A defect
in the nasal septum can reflect
chronic irritation. I suggest that
she be examined by an earnose-and-throat specialist (or
get a second opinion if she is
already under the care of one)
who can address more successful therapy, including surgical repair, an option that I
would endorse as a logical
cure. Such an operation is easy,
safe and may put an end to
her chronic complaints.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Medical Specialists" and "An
Informed Approach to Surgery."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 for each report
to Newsletter, PO Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title(s).

ContractBridgo
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q1 8
62
•Q 7 5 3 2
46Q 107
WEST
EAST
•10 96 5 4
•7 3
V A93
•4
•10
•AKJ986
496 4 3
*A 8 5 2
SOUTH
4) A K 2

KQJ 10 8 7 5
•4

•K
The bidding:

South

Vrem

North

1 II

Pass

l\1'

East
2•

4V
Opening lead - - ten of diamonds
Assume you reach four hearts on
the bidding shown and West leads a
diamond .A glance at dummy reveals
that your only losers are a trump, a
diamond and a club, so this appears

to be an easy assignment. However.
bridge can sometimes produce the
unexpected, and it certainly does in
this case where, at the conclusion of
play, you find yourself down one.
Year troubles begin when East
overtakes the ten of diamonds with
the jack and continues with the king.
You ruff 1.41th the king. and West

wisely discards a spade instead of
mechanically overruffing with the
ace.
When you Best eater dummy
with a spade and lead a trump to your
queen, West again refuses to take the
trick, playing the three instead. You
then lead the ten of trumps from your
remaining 1-10-8-7-5, but this time
West wins with the ace, on which
East signals with the eight of clubs.
West leads a club to partner's ace,
whereupon Fast returns still another
diamond. Regardless of what you do
now, West is sure to score his nine of
trumps to sink the contract.
If you're inclined to be philosophical about such matters, you realize it
wasn't anything you did that cost the
contract, but rather West's shrewd
refusal to overruffthe king of trumps
at trick two. Had he taken his ace
then and there, you would have made
10 tricks very easily.
The principle that emerges is that
when you're a defender, you usually'
take a trick when you can - unless
there's a good reason not to. In the
present case, West is in a good position to judge that, if he discards at
trick two, his nine is certain to win a
second trump trick if East has any
trump honor, or if East can later
regain the lead for another diamond
play. That is an excellent reason for
West's not taking the ace at his first
opportunity.

Tomorrow: Maximizing your chances
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SPIRIT WEAR WINNER:
Southwest
Elementary
School fifth grade student
Courtney Adams, daughter of
Gay and Scott Adams, was
selected as the winner of the
recent Spirit Wear design
contest. Her winning entry
will decorate the Southwest
Spint T-shirts for the 20072008 school year. Pictured,
from left, are. Dennis Fisher,
Southwest principal; Adams,
Workman,
Amy
and
Southwest PTA president.

GREG tRavisa_eover hmes
INVENTION CONVENTION: Students in Jill Courtney's sixth grade class at Murray Middle
School were recently given the task of designing, inventing and building something new, useful or decorative using any combination of items from a preassigned list They could use tape,
glue, paint, paper clips and pins in the construction of their protect The finalists were put on
display at the school Pictured above are some of the students with their creations They
rang_ed•frorn birdhouses and bird feeders to wall decorations and toys

Photo provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Attie Thompson is the Forever Communications and Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors "Student of the Week." A senior at Calloway County High School, she
is the daughter of Tammy McCallon and Jay Thompson. Pictured above, from left, are:
Rebecca Landolt. Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtor; Melissa Spiceland, CCHS librarian;
Thompson. and Amy Gannon. WN8s$ 1340 am and WQFC 1130 am representative
Photo pgovsclocl

FISICA OFFICERS: The 2007-2008 FBLA Officers for
Calloway County High School were recently selected by the
advisors Katie Clark will lead the Chapter this year as president The Future Business Leaders of America provide leadership opportunities and academic competitions for high
,
,chool students who are interested in the field of Business.
according to Jennifer Stubblefield of the Calloway County
High Business Department

voliwitsosig
Washington

Woody, the Kentucky wiener dog, his sister Chloe. and their
human parents travel to Washington, D.C. Follow along on
this great adventure every Tuesday for this 10-part story,
written by Leigh Anne Florence and
illustrated by James Asher.
KPRON

(liar=

GREG rRaviStacker & Tana%
LEARNING COLORS: First grade students at East
Liernentary School learned their pnrnary secondary. intermediate. warm and cool colors during a recent art class session
with Marot McIntosh. teacher The lessons were a precursor
to a painting class she said Pictured above. DiIlion McGuire
and Cassandra Nance work on then protects The students
' are in Cr,,,triey Gibson s class

Murray Elementary students
attend Civic Music concert
NES P 1 and P4 students
recently emosed the music ot
Scottish hand Alhannach at
Mtiffa, %WC Unisersity's
I ,sett Auditorium The coriceo
was part of a performance spin
...red by the Murray ('tvk
Music Association
The IMI‘m lAn• pctiAirtned
sanely of instrumental and
vocal Scottish sons• %twines
imposed the rutting ihsthms
performed by the has5 drummer.
hodfiraa players and the
melodies .4 the haepspes Mc%

also learned about the instru
mem. and the cultural signifiLance 01 StOM•h t1112,0k
fie hand was in Murray for
the recent West Kentucky
Highland 1-estisal
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It's our lust day an Washington D.C. and Chloe and I are
ecstatic' I was checking my list to confirm I had everything.
We'se been ready for hours, hut mom made us eat a hearty
breakfast MI we'd base plenty of energy. While finishing our
vatic., dad asked what we wanted to see first.
"Lets go to the mall Chloe said -The mai."' I asked.
"Chloe. Are you joking' We drose all this way to see the
most fantastic nionuments in the world and you want to go
to the null?" I replied in my most serious voice, confident
my parents would agree When I saw their smiles. I felt the
'Open mouth. insert paw' feeling "I'm not talking about a
shopping mall.- Chloe said, "but the National Mall - the openArea national park in the middle of the distnct where many
i.1 the flitl..etlfil• and filCtliOflids are located."
MOre
like it.- I replied, slurping down the last drop of orange juice
And strapping on my Scooby backpack "What are we waiting tin
Prancing Along. I was amazed at the stately buildings They
had columns, etching, and some esen had words inscnhed.
They were more beautiful than the pictures 1 had seen Of colored looking at the street signs and checking my map. I
realtied we were On
Asenue. The first place that
caught my eye was the National Archives building. I didn't
know what archises were, but I snapped a photo of the majestic structure Dad explamed that archises were a collection of
historical documents Honestly. old papers didn't sound exciting. but dad promised we would enjoy it. and would learn
much needed infomution "Besides Woody.- dad continued.
-our trip will he more meaningful if you understand Amenca.. history "
We noticed many people looking around and whispering
1ke sass guards in uniforms standing erect and helpers at the
front desk going information
Mom picked up a brochure
and began reading She explained the National Archives protests the records fit the government II also displays the ongtrial documents known as the Charters id Freedom like the
S t'onstitution. the Bill of Rights, and the Declaration of
Independence
I was confused "Bill of Rights' ('onstitution''' I had so many questions A guard must have noticed
my contusion because hc approached and asked my name
I'm Woo- I mean, uh urn. I)ogwood and this is my sister.
('hloe" I also explained this wax our first time in I)C
I
then lowered my head and confessed I didn't know much
About the making of America He insited us on a four of the
Nnhives and promised to explain things and help me become
nom civic-minded
I didn't know what being civic-minded
was, but I was relieved I would soon find out.
"Before we look around, let me give you a brief history
lesson." the nice gentleman said "In I77. Great Britain ruled
America The colonists tpeople living in Amenca's 13 coloniest
were angry because they didn't have nghts. They had to follow the rules of the British king When the king said 'Pay
more taxes" the Americans said 'No Way!' so the colontsts
and the Bntish began to fight The colonists realized they
needed to declare their freedom from Great Bntain. so in
June and July of 1776, the colonists chose some men to help

with declaring their freedom. Thomas Jefferson wrote what
we call the Declaration of Independence. Benjamin Franklin
and John Adams assisted him, among others. The declaration
stated that everyone had the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness So. on July 4 of 1776. representatives of
the 13 colonies approved the declaration and the United States
was born After this. America still had to fight many years
to he free, hut the declaration was the first step 1 was silent
"Wow!" I finally said "I thought there had always been a
United States 1 didn't know men and women had to work to
make America.- The guard smiled and said. "Dogwood. you
base no Wear*
Finally. he gentleman asked if the four of us would like
to see the Declaration of Independence. "It's here' I asked.
"It's right here. Follow me.- the guard said I couldn't believe
it Thus had to he a dream come true'
So. fellow Americans, we're on our was to see an important piece of history. 1 have to concentrate, so it's goodbye
for now In the meantime, work and dream like a big dog!
Woody. s k a Mr. Dogwood
Thanks to LG &KU troth E ON OMpal1111 and APA for
making this project possible Thank; to the Kentucky Seer,tan of State for sponsoring the nen podeast For podcast
and liNfInfIRS and at-nrities go online to www.kyprgss.(001
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